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Abstract  
Protein folding is a highly complex process proceeding through a number of disordered and 
partially folded nonnative states with various degrees of structural organization. These transiently 
and sparsely populated species on the protein folding energy landscape play crucial roles in 
driving folding toward the native conformation, yet some of these nonnative states may also serve 
as precursors for protein misfolding and aggregation associated with a range of devastating 
diseases, including neuro-degeneration, diabetes and cancer. Therefore, in vivo protein folding is 
often reshaped co- and post-translationally through interactions with the ribosome, molecular 
chaperones and/or other cellular components. Owing to developments in instrumentation and 
methodology, solution NMR spectroscopy has emerged as the central experimental approach for 
the detailed characterization of the complex protein folding processes in vitro and in vivo. NMR 
relaxation dispersion and saturation transfer methods provide the means for a detailed 
characterization of protein folding kinetics and thermodynamics under native-like conditions, as 
well as modeling high-resolution structures of weakly populated short-lived conformational states 
on the protein folding energy landscape. Continuing development of isotope labeling strategies 
and NMR methods to probe high molecular weight protein assemblies, along with advances of in-
cell NMR, have recently allowed protein folding to be studied in the context of ribosome-nascent 
chain complexes and molecular chaperones, and even inside living cells. Here we review solution 
NMR approaches to investigate the protein folding energy landscape, and discuss selected 
applications of NMR methodology to studying protein folding in vitro and in vivo. Together, these 
examples highlight a vast potential of solution NMR in providing atomistic insights into molecular 
mechanisms of protein folding and homeostasis in health and disease.  
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Glossary of abbreviations  
ADP - adenosine diphosphate  
ATP -adenosine triphosphate  
BSA - bovine serum albumin  
CD - circular dichroism  
CEST - chemical exchange saturation transfer  
CPMG - Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill  
CryoEM - cryo electron microscopy  
CW - continuous wave  
DEST - dark-state exchange saturation transfer  
DQ - double quantum  
DOSY - diffusion-ordered spectroscopy  
HMQC - heteronuclear multiple quantum correlation  
HSQC - heteronuclear single quantum correlation  
HX - hydrogen exchange  
IDP - intrinsically disordered protein  
IDPR - intrinsically disordered protein region  
IPAP ± in-phase anti-phase  
MD - molecular dynamics  
MQ - multiple quantum  
NAC - non-amyloid-ȕ component SQ -single-quantum  
NBD - nucleotide-binding domain  
NC - nascent chain  
NMR ± nuclear magnetic resonance  
NOE - nuclear Overhauser effect  
PQC - protein quality control  
PRE - paramagnetic relaxation enhancement  
RCI ± random coil index  
RCSA ± residual chemical shift anisotropy,  
RD - relaxation dispersion  
RDC - residual dipolar coupling  
RF - radiofrequency  
RNC - ribosome-nascent chain  
SAXS ± small angle X-ray scattering  
SBD - substrate-binding domain  
SSP - secondary structure propensity  
ST - saturation transfer  
SUV - small unilamellar liposome/vesicle  
TF - trigger factor  
TROSY - transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy  
ZQ - zero quantum  
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1. Introduction  
The protein folding problem is concerned with how the protein sequence determines 
three-dimensional shape and how proteins attain their shapes [1]. While the wealth of structural 
data for folded proteins has led to remarkable advances in the prediction of native structures from 
sequence alone or from limited experimental data [2, 3], details of the process by which proteins 
fold remain elusive. Transiently and sparsely populated nonnative states on the protein folding 
energy landscape play crucial roles in driving folding toward the native conformer [4, 5]. Although 
protein function is commonly attributed to the natively folded state, there is increasing evidence 
that thermally accessible nonnative species may also play important functional roles [6, 7]. On the 
other hand, some nonnative states may serve as precursors of aggregation and formation of E-
sheet amyloids, deposits of which are associated with over 40 pathologies [8-11]. Some of these 
conditions, such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases, are caused by aggregation of 
disordered peptides. Many others, however, stem from misfolding and aggregation of structured 
globular proteins. A number of proteins unrelated to disease can also form E-sheet amyloids 
under certain conditions, suggesting that protein folding and aggregation form different aspects of 
the same  general problem.  
Protein folding proceeds through a number of partially ordered states, from denatured 
ensembles [12-14] to intermediate [13, 15-17] and transition states [13, 18-20] that have various 
degrees of structural organization. Studying these nonnative states is complicated because of 
their transient nature and low populations under non-denaturating conditions. Weakly populated 
short-lived folding intermediates are not readily detected, and, if detected, are often studied 
indirectly due to the difficulty of their isolation [13, 15, 16]. Denatured states are evanescent 
under native conditions and are difficult to characterize because the methods used to destabilize 
native proteins can alter their structural ensembles [12].  
Proteins are synthesized on the ribosome as linear polymers of amino acids. The nascent 
polypeptide chain emerging from the ribosome often cannot adopt its native conformation until the 
full protein or its modular domain is synthesized. This represents an eminent threat, since an 
incomplete polypeptide chain containing exposed hydrophobic groups is prone to aggregation. 
Therefore, cells have evolved sophisticated systems of protein quality control that facilitate co-
translational and post-translational protein folding [21]. These complex multi-component protein 
folding machines are extremely difficult to characterize because of their large molecular weights 
and complex rearrangements and dynamics.  
The past two decades have brought the development of new NMR methods that extend 
both the molecular weights of protein systems and the complexity of processes amenable to 
study by solution NMR spectroscopy. Thus, transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy 
(TROSY) NMR methods [22, 23] allow, for the first time, probing of dynamics and interactions of 
large (up to 1 MDa) protein assemblies [24-26], opening an avenue for deciphering molecular 
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mechanisms of their action. Relaxation dispersion (RD) [27-31] and saturation transfer (ST) [31-
33] methods provide a detailed look into the pathways of biomolecular processes, allowing 
studies of transiently populated intermediates of protein folding [29, 34, 35], enzyme catalysis [36, 
37] and binding [38]. This review provides an overview of these NMR methods and key questions 
about protein folding that can be addressed by NMR spectroscopy, as well as a description of 
selected recent applications of NMR to studies of protein folding in vitro and in vivo.  
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2. NMR tools to probe the protein folding energy landscape  
Characteristic times for protein folding range from ~1 Ps up to seconds and slower [39], 
with a large number of single-domain proteins and small protein domains reported to fold on the 
ms time-scale [40, 41]. Under physiological conditions, proteins and/or their modular domains 
reside in the lowest energy native state, but also undergo excursions on the folding time-scale to 
sparsely populated nonnative conformers that correspond to the higher energy local minima on 
the folding energy landscape. These intermediates [13, 15-17] and/or denatured states [12-14] 
exhibit various degrees of structural organization and play important roles in folding [34, 42, 43], 
as well as misfolding and aggregation [44, 45]. The short life-times (often Ps-ms) and low 
populations render these minor states invisible to most modern biophysical techniques, including 
NMR spectroscopy where the presence of such states can only be inferred from line-broadening 
of the dominant native state, or, otherwise, from exchange contributions (Rex) to transverse 
relaxation rates R2,eff of NMR-active nuclei in the native state [29, 35]. These minor nonnative 
states are connected to the ground native state via energy barriers (transition states [13, 18-20]) 
whose properties determine folding kinetics.  
A range of NMR methods for studying Ps-ms protein dynamics (reviewed in section 2.1) 
enable characterization of both folding kinetics and structural organization of the minor nonnative 
states on the folding energy landscape, including the relaxation dispersion (RD) and saturation 
transfer (ST) methods reviewed here. The two major types of RD experiments include (i) Carr-
Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) methods [31, 46, 47] that exploit modulation of Rex by a sequence 
of evenly spaced refocusing pulses, and (ii) rotating-frame R1U relaxation experiments [30, 31] 
that utilize modulation of Rex by an on- or off-resonance continuous wave (CW) radiofrequency 
(RF) field. The ST experiments exploit modulation of Rex by a weak RF field [31-33], and are 
conceptually similar to off-resonance R1U measurements [31]. Transient nonnative protein states 
can be investigated by other types of NMR measurements, such as paramagnetic relaxation 
enhancement (PRE) reviewed in detail elsewhere [32, 48]. A number of NMR tools are also 
available for studies of protein folding occurring with characteristic times of seconds and slower. 
Generally, such dynamics can be investigated by monitoring changes in NMR spectra in real-
time, as reviewed in [49, 50]. Longitudinal magnetization (ZZ) exchange experiments can be used 
to probe interconversions between states with comparable populations (free-energy difference 
ǻ* close to 0) occurring on the time scale of seconds, as exemplified by studies of 
folding/unfolding transitions of the drkN SH3 domain [51-53]. Furthermore, hydrogen exchange 
(HX) measurements have been instrumental for studies of protein folding, making possible the 
detection of evanescent populations of disordered nonnative states transiently sampled by 
proteins under native-like conditions, as reviewed in detail elsewhere [15, 54].  
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In the cellular context, protein folding involves different components of co-translational 
and post-translational folding machinery such as ribosomes, molecular chaperones and other 
protein quality-control enzymes [21]. Characterization of the highly dynamic, multicomponent 
networks and molecular machines that facilitate protein folding in a cellular environment is an 
extremely challenging task. The advantage of modern solution NMR is its ability to obtain detailed 
atomic-level information about such complex molecular systems, allowing characterization of the 
highly-populated ground states as well as transient, low-populated functional conformations of 
large (up to 1 MDa) and multi-component biological systems (for details see recent reviews [24-
26]). Importantly, these studies can be carried out under native-like conditions (e.g. physiological 
buffers), near cellular or cellular environments and physiological concentrations (as low as sub-
ȝM). As a result, solution NMR has been successfully used for characterization of protein folding 
in the context of multi-component folding machines [55], including studies of protein folding on the 
ribosome [56-60], studies of ATP-dependent molecular chaperone systems and their interactions 
with protein substrates (e.g., Hsp60 chaperones GroEL/GroES [61-67] and TRiC [68]; Hsp90 [69-
80] and Hsp70 [81-93] systems), studies of ATP-independent chaperones (e.g., the trigger factor 
[94, 95], small HSPs [96-98]), and studies of protein degradation machines such as AAA+ 
ATPase chaperonin ClpB [99, 100] and the proteasome [101-104]. TROSY NMR methods and 
isotope labeling to probe dynamics and interactions of large multi-protein assemblies involved in 
assisted protein folding are briefly reviewed in section 2.2.  
 
2.1 Relaxation dispersion and saturation transfer methods to probe folding landscape  
2.1.1 CPMG-type experiments  
2.1.1.1 Basics of CPMG methods: CPMG RD experiments build upon the classic spin-
echo pulse-sequence proposed in 1950 [105]: 90oy-W-180ox-W-acquisition (Fig. 1A; n=1). The first 
90oy pulse of this experiment puts the magnetization of a nucleus along the X-axis of the rotating 
frame where it starts precessing about the direction of static magnetic field with characteristic 
angular frequency Z, acquiring phase I=ZW during the period W. The following 180ox pulse inverts 
the phase of magnetization, so that the phases I and I acquired before and after the pulse 
cancel at the end of the period 2W, resulting in full refocusing of magnetization along the X-axis 
referred to as a spin-echo (Fig. 1B). If, during the period 2W, a nucleus undergoes exchange 
between states with different resonance frequencies, the phases acquired by magnetization 
before and after the 180ox pulse are not equal, resulting in incomplete refocusing of magnetization 
and leading to a so-called exchange enhancement Rex of the transverse relaxation rate R2: 
R2,eff=R2+Rex. The same principle applies to the multiple-echo CPMG pulse-sequence [46, 47], 
90oy-(W-180ox-W)2n-acquisition (Fig. 1A), which consists of a variable number of evenly spaced 
180ox refocusing pulses. The dependence of R2,eff rates on the frequency of application of 180o 
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refocusing pulses in CPMG sequence (termed CPMG frequency, QCPMG=1/(4W)) is called CPMG 
relaxation dispersion (Fig. 1C). In the absence of conformational/chemical exchange RD profiles 
R2,eff(QCPMG) measured in CPMG experiment are flat. If exchange takes place between states with 
different resonance frequencies (chemical shifts), R2,eff rates decrease with increasing frequency 
of application of the refocusing pulses, exhibiting characteristic dependence on QCPMG (Fig. 1C).  
 
 
Figure 1. Spin-echo (n=1) and CPMG (even n) pulse-schemes for an isolated nucleus (A). Magnetization evolution 
during spin-echo experiment (B), RD profiles measured in CPMG experiment (C).  
 
2.1.1.2 CPMG-type experiments for different nuclei and spin-coherences: The distinct 
advantage of NMR is that separate resonances in NMR spectra corresponding to individual 1H, 
13C and 15N nuclei provide a large number of site-specific probes of protein dynamics. Moreover, 
the possibility to create different spin-coherences in multi-spin systems sensitive to 
conformational exchange adds greatly to the number of independent reporters of protein 
dynamics. Since the pioneering work of Loria and Palmer in 1999 [106] that describes a 
relaxation-compensated 15N CPMG scheme for studying Ps-ms dynamics at the protein backbone 
amide positions, CPMG RD experiments have been proposed for every type of NMR active 
nucleus of the protein backbone, including 15N [52, 106, 107], 1HN [108, 109], 13C¶ [110-113], 13CD 
[112, 114] and 1HD [114, 115], as well as for 1H nuclei of side-chain methyl groups (CH3, CHD2) 
[116, 117], 13C nuclei of side-chain methylene (CH2) [118], methyl (CH3) [119, 120] and carbonyl 
(C¶) [121] groups, and 15N nuclei of side-chain amino groups (NH2, NH3+) [122, 123]. Different 
versions of these experiments are available, as, for example, relaxation compensated 15N CPMG 
[52, 106], 15N CPMG with 1H CW decoupling during relaxation period [107], 15N TROSY [124, 
125] and anti-TROSY [125] CPMG schemes for 15N RD measurements for the backbone amide 
groups. Most of the above pulse-sequences exploit single-quantum (SQ) coherences and, hence, 
are called SQ CPMG experiments. There are a number of spin-transitions in protein multi-spin 
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systems beyond SQ that are sensitive to Ps-ms dynamics, and which can be used to design 
separate CPMG-type RD experiments. For example, 15N and 1HN SQ CPMG pulse sequences for 
backbone amide 15NH groups were complemented by CPMG-type schemes that exploit zero-
quantum (ZQ) [109], double-quantum (DQ) [109] and multiple-quantum (MQ) [126] coherences.  
CPMG-type RD experiments are designed to minimize undesirable effects arising from 
hetero- and homo-nuclear couplings and cross-correlated relaxation that may cause artifacts in 
measured CPMG RD profiles. However, some unwanted effects, e.g. associated with homo-
nuclear couplings, cannot be fully removed in uniformly 1H/13C enriched protein samples by 
means of pulse-sequence design, necessitating the use of fractional and/or specific 13C labeling 
and deuteration in 13C and 1H CPMG experiments. Robust protocols for incorporation of NMR 
active isotopes at key positions in proteins have been proposed to be suitable for different types 
of CPMG RD measurements [127]. For example, uniform U-15N labeling is sufficient for 15N 
CPMG measurements; a set of 1HN, 15N and 13C¶ CPMG profiles can be recorded for a U-
15N,13C,2H labeled protein expressed in E. Coli using 100% 2H2O M9 medium with added 15NH4Cl 
and [U-2H,13C]-glucose; 13CD CPMG experiments can be performed for a selectively 13CD labeled 
protein expressed using [2-13C]-glucose as the carbon source, which leads to uniform 13C 
incorporation at CD positions without concomitant labeling of &¶ DQG &ȕ sites [128]; 1HD CPMG 
experiments require U-13C,partially-2H samples expressed in 50%H2O,50%2H2O M9 medium 
using [U-2H,13C]-glucose, which results in up to 90% deuteration at Cȕ positions helping suppress 
1HD - 1Hȕ scalar coupling [115]. The detailed requirements for isotope labeling and recipes for 
protein sample preparation can be found in papers that describe specific CPMG-type RD 
experiments.  
2.1.1.3 Analysis of CPMG RD data: RD profiles measured in CPMG experiment allow 
extraction of populations of exchanging states, pi, exchange rate constants, kij, and absolute 
values of frequency differences between states, |'Zij|, (or chemical shift differences 
|'Yij|=|'Zij/Zo|, where Zo is Larmor frequency) for each considered nucleus, so long as the minor 
state population(s) are 0.5% and higher and the rates of interconversion between states are on 
the ms time-scale. These parameters provide thermodynamic and kinetic characterization of the 
exchange process, along with structural information about the exchanging states. The exchange 
parameters can be obtained by least-square fits of experimental CPMG RD profiles R2,eff(QCPMG) 
to theoretical models [34, 129]. Closed form analytical expressions were derived that describe 
R2,eff(QCPMG) as a function of parameters of 2-state conformational exchange [130-134], including 
a general Carver-Richards equation valid in a wide range of exchange regimes [135, 136]. The 
Carver-Richards formula can be used to analyze both SQ and DQ/ZQ CPMG data; a modification 
of this equation has also been derived to analyze RD data obtained in MQ CPMG experiments 
[120, 126]. Typically, all the parameters that describe 2-state conformational exchange of a 
nucleus between a ground state A and a minor state B can be extracted from SQ CPMG data 
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recorded at two or more magnetic field strengths provided that minor state population pB is ~0.5-
10% and exchange kinetics is in the intermediate regime (kex=kAB+kBA ~ |'ZAB|, typically a few 
hundred to several thousand 1/s). On the other hand, only certain combinations of exchange 
parameters can be obtained in fast exchange kex>>|'ZAB| and high field 2SQCPMG>>|'ZAB| limits 
(pApB'ZAB2 and kex), as well as in slow exchange regime kex<<|'ZAB| (kexpB and |'ZAB|) [52, 137]. 
Alternatively, in the cases of 2-site and multiple-site conformational exchange, calculation of 
theoretical R2,eff(QCPMG) values can be done by modeling the evolution of magnetization during a 
CPMG sequence by numerical solution of Bloch-McConnell equations [34, 138, 139].  
 
2.1.2 Rotating-frame relaxation R1U methods  
2.1.2.1 Basics of Rȡ methods: Rotating-frame relaxation R1U experiments provide a 
powerful complement to CPMG RD methods, potentially allowing extraction of the same set of 
Ps-ms conformational exchange parameters [30, 140, 141]. In this class of experiment, the 
rotating-frame relaxation rate R1U is measured as a function of strength, Z1, and/or offset, :, of 
the applied RF field (spin-lock) for magnetization aligned along the direction of the effective field 
Ze=(Z1,0,:) (Fig. 2A,B). The offset dependence of R1U is given by R1cos2T+(R2+Rex)sin2T, where 
T=arccot(:/Z1) is the angle between the effective field Ze and static magnetic field B0 (Z axis), 
while R1 and R2 are longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates, respectively. In the absence of 
exchange, the offset dependence of RU is symmetric with respect to zero offset, exhibiting a 
maximum of R2 at :=0 and approaching R1 off-resonance (Fig. 2C). If Ps-ms exchange takes 
place, R2 is enhanced by an Rex contribution that depends on the exchange parameters, RF field 
strength Z1 and offset :.  
 
 
Figure 2. Rotating-frame RU pulse-sequences for an isolated nucleus (A), in which magnetization is aligned along the 
effective field Ze=(Z1,0,:), where Z1 spin-lock field strengths and : is resonance offset from the spin-lock carrier 
frequency. (B). Offset dependence of the rotating-frame RU rates (C). 
 
2.1.2.2 Experimental aspects of Rȡ measurements: Historically, R1U measurements were 
considered as the method of choice for studies of fast Ps conformational exchange processes 
[30]. The time-scale of processes that can be effectively studied by R1U and CPMG RD methods 
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is determined by the range of effective fields, Ze, and CPMG frequencies, QCPMG, accessible in 
corresponding experiments. For example, relatively high RF fields Z1/(2S) ~ 1-2 kHz and offsets 
: within ~ ±ÂZ1 that are typically used in 15N R1U experiments [30, 142-145] allow studies of 2-
state conformational exchange with kex ~ Ze=(Z12+:2)1/2 of up to ~40,000/s, where kex is the sum 
of forward and reverse rates, while 15N CPMG RD experiments that typically employ QCPMG = 
1/(4W) (where 2W is the delay between the refocusing pulses) from 25 to 1000 Hz are better suited 
for characterization of the processes with kex ~ 2SQCPMG of few hundred to several thousands 1/s. 
The maximal pulse repetition rate in CPMG experiments implied by limitations on pulse length 
and duty cycle and the maximal spin-lock field strengths in R1U experiments are determined by 
hardware limitations and depend on individual RF probes.  
NMR pulse-sequences were described for on- and off-resonance R1U measurements for 
15N [142-145], 1HN [146, 147], 13C¶ [148] and 13CD [149] nuclei of the protein backbone that utilize 
high spin-lock field strengths Z1/(2S) of one to several kHz. In these experiments, the alignment of 
magnetizations for different nuclei along the directions of their respective effective fields (which 
are different for different nuclei) is readily achieved by adiabatic pulses [143] or specialized pulse 
/ free-precession elements [150-152] applied prior to and following the spin-lock period. Hence, 
these experiments enable R1U measurements for multiple nuclei at the same time. Accurate 
alignment of magnetization for multiple nuclei becomes increasingly difficult at lower spin-lock 
field strengths, although a 2D 15N R1U pulse scheme was proposed that can be used at spin-lock 
field strengths as low as 150 Hz [153]. An alternative class of selective 1D RU pulse-schemes 
was proposed, allowing RU measurements for individual protein nuclei at low spin-lock field 
strengths Z1/(2S) of 25Hz and higher [141, 154, 155], in which magnetization alignment along the 
effective field is achieved by hard pulses with suitably adjusted flip angles (Fig. 2A). These 
experiments can effectively probe ms time-scale processes accessible to CPMG RD methods. To 
date, selective 1D RU schemes were described for 15N [141], 1HN [154], 13CD [155], 1HD [154] and 
methyl 13C [156] nuclei that complement regular 2D RU pulse-sequences employing high spin-
lock field strengths [30, 144].  
2.1.2.3 Analysis of Rȡ data: On-resonance (measured as a function of spin-lock field 
strength Z1) or off-resonance (measured as a function of offset :) RU RD profiles can be least-
square fitted to theoretical models to extract conformational exchange parameters, including the 
relative populations of exchanging states, pi, exchange rate constants, kij, and chemical shift 
differences between states, 'Yij. Several analytical expressions that describe the dependence of 
RU rates on the parameters of 2-state conformational exchange have been proposed [136, 157]; 
of special note is a general formula derived by Trott and Palmer [140], which is valid in a wide 
range of exchange regimes and related equations [158-161]. Alternatively, theoretical RU rates 
can be obtained by modeling magnetization evolution during a spin-lock period using numerical 
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solution of Bloch-McConnell equations [138, 139]. By analogy with CPMG RD data, in the fast 
exchange limit kex>>|'ZAB| and in the high field limit Z1>>|'ZAB| (which is generally the case for 
2D RU employing kHz spin-lock fields) one can only extract from RU a combination of pApB'ZAB2 
and kex, while for weak spin-lock field strengths in an intermediate regime one can obtain from RU 
data all the parameters of 2-state exchange [30, 140, 141]. An important distinction between R1U 
and CPMG RD data is that off-resonance R1U profiles measured as a function of spin-lock offset 
: are sensitive to the signs of chemical shift differences between states 'Y = 'Z/Zo [140] and, 
therefore, can be used to determine the sign of of 'ZBA=:B-:A [154]. Thus, the Rex contribution to 
the transverse relaxation rate R2 in the expression R1U = R1cos2T+(R2+Rex)sin2T exhibits a 
maximum at the offset :B corresponding to the resonance frequency of the minor state [140], 
leading to an asymmetry in the off-resonance R1U profile with respect to the frequency of the 
ground state :A (Fig 2C) and sometime resulting in off-resonance R1U profiles that display two 
maxima at distinct offsets [141]. At weak spin-lock field strengths (Z1/(2S) of tenths to hundreds of 
Hz) and at Z1 ~ kex it is possible to extract from off-resonance RU data measured at one static 
magnetic field strengths all the parameters that describe 2-state ms time-scale conformational 
exchange, including kex, pB and signed 'YBA, provided that RU values are well sampled around 
:B [30, 140, 141].  
 
2.1.3 Saturation transfer methods  
2.1.3.1 Basics of saturation transfer methods: In saturation transfer (ST) experiments [31-
33], the longitudinal magnetization of the major state A is subjected to a weak RF field applied at 
different resonance offsets : for the time period T, followed by measurement of a relative 
intensity of the major state resonance I(T)/I(0). The ST methods exploit the fact that a weak RF 
field applied at the resonance frequency :B of the minor state B will also affect magnetization of 
the ground state A due to saturation transfer resulting from conformational exchange between the 
two states. Conceptually, the ST approach represents a variation on the off-resonance RU 
measurement at low-spin lock field strengths [31], and hence can be described in terms of the 
schematic in Fig. 2 that illustrates the basics of the RU method. Both the ST and RU methods 
quantify evolution of magnetization that is aligned with Ze during the spin-lock period. However, 
the essential difference between the two is that, in contrast to RU measurements, in an ST 
experiment an off-resonance Z1 field is applied to longitudinal magnetization without aligning the 
magnetization along the effective field Ze=(Z1,0,:) (flip angle șoy=0 in Fig. 2A); this causes signal 
attenuation by a factor of cos2ș in ST experiments relative to RU experiments, due to projection of 
the magnetization to Ze and subsequently back to the Z-axis. Therefore, I(T)/I(0) ratios measured 
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in ST experiments are related to rotating-frame relaxation rates obtained in RU experiments by 
I(T)/I(0) = cos2șÂH[S-RUT) [31].  
2.1.3.2 Saturation transfer experiments and data analysis: The idea of ST experiments 
dates back to the 1960s [162], but in the past several years this type of experiment has received 
renewed attention due to its applications to studies of ms time-scale conformational exchange in 
proteins. Two ST type approaches were described: dark-state exchange ST (DEST) [33, 163, 
164] and chemical exchange ST (CEST) [165-171], based on irradiation of longitudinal 
magnetization of the ground state by a weak off-resonance RF field. DEST experiments were 
intended to quantify exchange between states with significantly different intrinsic R2 rates (such 
as exchange between free and large aggregate bound forms of a protein) [33, 163, 164], while 
CEST methods were designed to probe slow to intermediate (kex of tens to hundreds 1/s) 
exchange processes accompanied by changes in chemical shifts (such as unfolding transitions of 
small proteins and protein domains) [165-171]. To date, a range of ST experiments have been 
proposed, including those for protein 15N [165], 13CD [169, 170], 13CE [170], 13C¶ [168], 13CH3 [167] 
and 13CHD2 groups [171], allowing measurements of exchange parameters and chemical shifts in 
so-called 'invisible' conformational states. These parameters can be extracted by least-square fits 
of experimental I(T)/I(0) ST profiles to theoretical values calculated as cos2șÂH[S-RUT), or 
obtained by numerical solution of the Bloch-McConnell equations [138, 139]. In analogy with off-
resonance RU measurements (see above), CEST experiments recorded at low-spin lock fields 
Z1/(2S) of ten to several hundred Hz are suitable for studies of conformational exchange 
processes with kex ~ Z1.  
 
2.2. NMR approaches to probing supramolecular assemblies that assist protein folding  
2.2.1 Isotope-labeling schemes for NMR studies of large proteins: Protein NMR becomes 
increasingly difficult with increasing molecular weight of the protein, mainly due to fast relaxation 
of 1H nuclei caused by efficient dipole-dipole interactions with a large number of neighboring 
protons. High degrees of protein deuteration [172] along with selective protonation of certain 
groups (e.g. back-protonation of labile backbone amide groups, or biosynthetic incorporation 
methyl C1H3 groups) allows one to significantly reduce 1H transverse relaxation rates and 
drastically increase NMR sensitivity for large systems [24-26]. Extensive protein deuteration with 
subsequent back-protonation of the backbone 15NH groups is essential and often sufficient for 
characterization of protein systems with molecular weights in the range of 30-200 kDa, while 
selective incorporation of 13C-labeled protonated side-chain methyl groups against a highly 
deuterated background enables methyl NMR studies of supramolecular protein assemblies with 
molecular weights of up to 1 MDa [24-26]. High-quality methyl-methyl NMR spectra can be 
obtained even for very large and complicated protein systems because methyl groups are 
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intrinsically dynamic, i.e. exhibit rapid stochastic rotations about the CH3 symmetry axis (also 
resulting in methyl 1H chemical shift degeneracy). Selective 13CH3 labels introduced in one or 
several types methyl containing side-chains, including Ala CȕH3, Met CİH3, Ile Cį1H3 and CȖH3, 
Leu CįH3 and Val CȖH3 groups [173-176], provide versatile probes for conformational dynamics 
and interactions of large protein systems [24-26]. Methyl labels can be incorporated in proteins by 
over-expressing proteins in E. coli using appropriate precursors (e.g. Į-ketobutyrate for Ile, Į-
ketoisovalerate for Val and Leu) or labeled amino acids (Ala and Met) added to the growth media 
prior to induction of protein expression; protocols for recombinant expression of deuterated 
methyl labeled proteins are described in several recent reviews [173-177].  
 
2.2.2 TROSY methods: To achieve maximum sensitivity, protein deuteration and 
selective isotope labeling are combined with TROSY methods for amide 15NH [22] and methyl 
13CH3 [23] groups. TROSY NMR experiments exploit favorable relaxation properties of certain 
transitions in 15NH (AX) and 13CH3 (AX3) spin systems. Thus, slow-relaxing components of 1H and 
15N doublets (Fig. 3A) are selected in the amide TROSY experiment, whose favorable relaxation 
properties stem from the effect of cross-correlation between 1H-15N dipole-dipole (DD) and 1H or 
15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) relaxation mechanisms [22]. On the other hand, the methyl-
TROSY (1H-13C HMQC) experiment exploits slowly-relaxing components of 13CH3 multiplets 
whose relaxation properties result from interference between intra-methyl 1+í1H and 1+í13C 
dipole-dipole relaxation mechanisms [23] (Fig. 3B). Overall, amide and methyl TROSY 
experiments are designed to select and preserve slowly relaxing multiplet components, resulting 
in improved spectral resolution and sensitivity for large protein systems relative to HSQC 
experiments, where slowly- and fast-relaxing magnetization components are interchanged in the 
course of the pulse-sequence.  
 
 
Figure 3. TROSY-based approach for NMR characterization of large systems: (A) Schematics of 1H-15N-multiplet 
structures for small and large (ca. >30 KDa) proteins in coupled 1H-15N HSQC and TROSY spectra. 2D 1H-15N TROSY-
type correlation experiments are employed to obtain pure absorptive spectrum containing only the most slowly relaxing 
component of the 2D multiplets [22]. (B) Schematics of methyl-TROSY (1H-13C HMQC) spectra showing 13C-multiplet 
structure of a methyl group in a small molecule with three 13C MQ multiplet lines visible (left), and in large (ca. >30-40 
kDa) highly deuterated protein with intensities of the outer lines reduced as compared to the central line (right). It was 
show that for proteins with overal rotation correlation times greater than ca. 40 ns, the standard 1H-13C HMQC pulse 
sequence is effectively optimized for methyl TROSY spectroscopy without modification [23]. (C) Schematic of U[2H, 12C], 
į1-[13CH3] Ile ZLWKį1 methyl group labeled (highlighted in red).  
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A number of NMR techniques that are commonly used for studies of small proteins, 
including those discussed in the previous section, have been adapted for studies of large proteins 
using the TROSY approach (reviewed in [178, 179]). These methods include, for example, 15NH 
TROSY-based triple-resonance NMR experiments for the backbone resonance assignment [180] 
and methyl-TROSY based experiments for side-chain assignment [181] of large proteins, 3D and 
4D methyl NOESY pulse-schemes [182], 15N TROSY CPMG [124] and RU [145] experiments as 
well as 13C methyl-TROSY CPMG- [183, 184] and CEST-type [167] experiments for studying ȝs-
ms conformational exchange, longitudinal (ZZ) exchange experiments for studying slow dynamics 
on the time-scale of seconds [185, 186], and methods for measurement of methyl paramagnetic 
relaxation enhancements (PREs) [99, 186] and residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) [187] data to 
characterize structural features of large protein assemblies. These methods are now widely used 
for characterization of structural properties and dynamics of protein machines assisting protein 
folding [61, 62, 82, 84, 85, 88-90, 98, 99, 186].  
 
2.2.3 µ'LYLGH-DQGFRQTXHU¶DSSURDFK Residue-specific backbone and side-chain methyl 
resonance assignment is a bottleneck during structural and dynamic studies of large, multi-
component folding machines. Although TROSY-based experiments for the backbone and side-
chain NMR resonance assignment of large proteins are available [180, 188, 189], it is often 
advantageous to simplify complex and large protein systems. This µGLYLGH-DQGFRQTXHU¶DSSURDFK
[190] aims to dissect the quaternary multi-component complexes or multi-domain proteins into 
smaller sized fragments more amenable to NMR resonance assignment using a conventional 
approach [191]. This strategy has been successfully used for characterization of homo- and 
hetero-oligomeric folding machines [100, 101, 103, 104, 186], and for studies of multi-domain 
chaperones [69, 72, 81, 89] and chaperone complexes [88, 99]. Mutations and truncations are 
widely used to isolate monomeric subunits and individual domains without causing significant 
perturbation to the structures (or NMR spectra) of these building blocks [173]. Site-directed 
mutagenesis, selective amino acid-type labeling (or unlabeling), and/or segmental isotope 
labeling are often used to facilitate transferring NMR assignments from the isolated fragments to 
the full-size systems (approaches for selective and segmental labeling are discussed in a recent 
review by Michel & Allain [192]).  
 
2.2.4 Synergy of NMR and other structural methods:  Despite recent dramatic 
improvements, NMR characterization of large, multi-component folding machines remains a 
challenging and time-consuming task. Moreover, large protein systems are usually not amenable 
to collection of extensive sets of NMR data, as is required, for example, to solve high-resolution 
structure of multidomain proteins and large protein complexes. Instead, solution NMR provides a 
number of site-specific probes to monitor functionally important changes in local protein structure 
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and conformational dynamics for such large systems. A number of recent studies have 
successfully demonstrated that a combination of sparse NMR data with other structural biology 
tools and computational methods provides a powerful means to address challenging, yet exciting 
questions in the protein-folding field. For example, a combination of NMR, small angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS) and X-ray crystallography data was used to obtain the high resolution model of 
the Hsp90 - substrate complex with Tau [193]; NMR, X-ray crystallography and computational 
modeling data were combined to characterize individual steps of the Hsp70 functional cycle [81, 
83]; a combination of NMR, X-ray crystallography and cross-linking mass spectrometry provided 
a structural model of a substrate recognition by Eukaryotic chaperonin TRiC/CCT [68]; NMR and 
cryo electron microscopy (CryoEM) were utilized to explain the mechanism of stress-induced 
activity of a small heat shock protein HspB5 [96]. These elegant examples highlight a significant 
yet unexploited potential of NMR methods in characterization of complex and multistep protein 
folding processes.  
 
3. Folding landscape of small single-domain proteins  
Studying folding mechanisms of small single-domain proteins and protein domains is one 
of the most prominent applications of RD and ST NMR, uncovering the full potential of these 
methods. These techniques can readily be applied to studies of equilibrium unfolding/refolding 
interconversions of marginally stable proteins and destabilized protein mutants with unfolding free 
energies of ~1-3 kcal/mol and folding rates on the Ps-ms time-scale [29]. Under these conditions 
the fractional population of nonnative (intermediate and/or denatured) states is above ~0.5%, so 
that exchange with these low-populated states accompanied by changes in chemical shifts 
influences transverse relaxation in the ground native state. Protein stability can be fine-tuned by a 
suitable choice of mutations that bring it to the range accessible by RD and/or ST methods, 
which, therefore, are applicable to studies folding energy landscape of a broad range proteins 
and modular domains with folding rates in the Ps-ms range.  
RD/ST NMR studies of protein folding can address a range of problems inaccessible to 
other experimental methods [29]. First, with these NMR methods it is possible to examine delicate 
intermediate and denatured states under native-like conditions without the use of denaturants, 
low pH or high temperature to perturb the unfolding/refolding equilibrium. Second, site-specific 
NMR RD/ST data that report on the folding process are available for a large number of 
independent probes, in contrast to global measurements such as those provided by circular 
dichroism (CD) or fluorescence. Analysis of such extensive data sets provides an effective way 
for studying multi-state folding [34, 129], making RD/ST NMR methods exquisitely sensitive to the 
presence of transiently populated folding intermediates. Third, RD/ST NMR methods are unique 
in their capacity to obtain information about the local structure and topology of the minor states in 
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the form of chemical shifts [112] and, in the case of CPMG RD, residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) 
[125, 194] and residual chemical shift anisotropies (RCSAs) [195], thus providing the means to 
explore structural ensembles of nonnative states populated under non-denaturing conditions. 
Here we discuss the type of questions about protein folding that can be addressed by RD/ST 
NMR (section 3.1) and briefly discuss a representative example of NMR studies of the folding 
energy landscape of the FF domain from HYPA/FBP11 (section 3.2).  
To date, CPMG RD methods have been widely used for studies of the unfolding/refolding 
transitions in marginally stable proteins and destabilized mutants [29, 34, 35], yet RU and ST 
techniques are similarly capable of characterizing such protein systems, and, in fact, many of 
those techniques were developed and tested on proteins undergoing unfolding/refolding 
transitions (or their variants) that had previously been characterized by CPMG RD methods. 
Therefore, in this section we discuss the general capacities of RD/ST NMR methods. We also 
emphasize how RD/ST methods can be combined with and complemented by other NMR tools 
(e.g. hydrogen exchange [15, 54]), protein engineering approaches such as )-value analysis [1, 
196]), and computational methods for modeling protein structures/ensembles from limited NMR 
data [12, 197-201].  
 
3.1. What can we learn about small protein folding by NMR?  
3.1.1 Detection of folding intermediates and unraveling folding mechanisms  
Protein folding is often a multi-step process that proceeds through intermediate states, 
rather than a 2-state interconversion between the two reaction endpoints [15, 16, 29, 34]. The 
mechanism of the folding process is not known a priori and generally needs to be established in 
the course of data analysis. The sensitivity of RD/ST NMR data for a single nucleus may not be 
enough for discrimination between 2-state and more complex exchange models [129]. Therefore, 
a combined analysis of RD/ST NMR data for multiple probes (nuclei and/or spin-coherences that 
report on the same physical process) within the frame of global exchange models followed by 
model selection using statistical criteria is often required to establish the multi-state nature of the 
processes [34, 129]. Folding is a global event accompanied by large 1H, 15N, and 13C chemical 
shift changes, which results in significant exchange contributions (Rex) to R2 for most of the 
protein nuclei; therefore, it can be queried by multiple independent NMR probes. Availability of a 
large number of probes and high sensitivity of the data to even small changes of exchange 
parameters make RD NMR very efficient for the discrimination of 2-state and multi-state folding 
models and exquisitely sensitive to the presence of weakly populated intermediates with Ps-ms 
lifetimes [29]. Despite the fact RD NMR deals with equilibrium interconversions, it is possible to 
establish the order of states along the folding pathway because, along with kinetic and 
thermodynamic parameters that describe unfolding-refolding process (exchange rate constants 
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and populations), NMR chemical shift differences are obtained that provide unique spectroscopic 
signatures of the exchanging states.  
There is increasing evidence that small proteins and protein domains can populate 
metastable intermediates along their folding pathways [13, 15, 16, 29, 34]. Although conventional 
chevron analysis of unfolding-refolding kinetics as a function of denaturant concentration using 
stop-flow technique is often consistent with a 2-state folding mechanism [1], it is clear that some 
transiently populated states on the folding energy landscape have escaped experimental 
detection [29]. RD/ST NMR methods [27-30] as well as native state hydrogen exchange (HX) 
measurements [15, 54] are uniquely capable of detecting such hidden states, thus offering a 
more detailed view of protein folding. For example, CPMG RD studies revealed the presence of a 
transient on-pathway folding intermediate for SH3 domains [29, 34, 202], which had for a long 
time been considered classic examples of small modules that fold by a 2-state mechanism. 
Denatured, intermediate and transition states on the folding energy landscape capture various 
stages of the folding process, and, therefore, their characterization holds a great promise for 
uncovering underlying mechanisms of protein folding.  
 
3.1.2 Properties of nonnative states from unfolding-refolding kinetics  
Another advantage of the global analysis of RD/ST data obtained using multiple probes is 
that very accurate populations of exchanging states, pi, and exchange rate constants, kij, can be 
extracted that provide a description of the process kinetics and thermodynamics [29]. While 
populations depend on free-energy differences between minor and ground states, 'Gij, the rates 
of interconversion depend on activation free energies, 'Gioj, and report on energy barriers 
(transition states), so that the extracted parameters can be recast in terms of free-energy profiles 
along the folding pathway. The errors in 'G and 'G that ensue from analyzing global NMR 
RD/ST data are often ~0.05 kcal/mol or less [29, 34, 129], making it possible to explore the effect 
on stabilities of nonnative sates (denatured, intermediate, transition) of various parameters such 
as temperature [34, 202-204], pressure [205-207], denaturant concentration [208], side-chain 
deuteration [209], and mutations [210]. These studies can address different aspects of the 
organization of nonnative protein states indirectly [29], providing insights into (i) changes in 
polypeptide chain hydration and packing and (ii) formation of native-like and nonnative 
interactions in the course of protein folding; thus, these studies can help in answering important 
questions about key folding events, e.g.: At what stage does secondary structure form? At what 
point do side-chains collapse to form a loosely packed core, and when do their conformations 
tighten? When is water expelled from the protein core?  
3.1.2.1 Temperature: Temperature dependencies of populations and exchange rate 
constants measured by RD/ST NMR can be recast in terms of enthalpy ('H), entropy ('S), [34, 
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202-204] and in favorable cases heat capacity ('CP), [203] profiles along the protein folding 
pathway. Relatively small changes in free-energy 'G upon protein folding are typically the result 
of large compensating enthalpic 'H and entropic -T'S terms [1]. This entropy-enthalpy 
compensation upon folding results from (i) a significant loss in configurational entropy of the 
polypeptide chain accompanied by a decrease in enthalpy due to the formation of favorable 
contacts between protein groups, and (ii) an increase in solvent entropy caused by contraction of 
the protein hydration shell containing immobilized water molecules accompanied by an enthalpy 
increase due to the elimination of favorable interactions in the solvent shell. Thus, 'H and -T'S 
profiles along the folding pathway obtained from temperature dependent RD/ST data can be 
interpreted in terms of changes in polypeptide chain hydration and packing. In favorable cases, it 
is possible to detect non-linearity of 'G(T) (the temperature dependence of 'G) [203] that reports 
on heat capacity change 'CP. Protein folding is accompanied by negative 'CP, since higher heat 
capacity correlates with increased protein chain hydration [1].  
3.1.2.2 Pressure: Pressure is another important variable that can be used to probe 
volumetric properties of nonnative protein states [29, 205-207, 211], providing additional 
information on the polypeptide chain hydration and packing. Changes in partial molar volume 'V 
and, in favorable cases, isothermal compressibility 'NT, can be obtained, respectively, from the 
VORSH'*3T and curvature -2'*32)T of 'G(P) [211]. Typically, protein stability decreases 
with the application of increasing pressure, because the protein native state occupies a larger 
volume than do less ordered hydrated nonnative states [211]. The increase in partial molar 
volume upon folding is attributed to (i) the release of water molecules from a densely packed 
protein solvent shell into the bulk water, and (ii) the presence of packing defects in the native 
state contributing to its increased intrinsic volume as compared to random-coil, which, by 
definition, does not have packing defects. Protein folding is also accompanied by an increase in 
isothermal compressibility NT [206, 207, 211] that correlates with the size of the protein solvent 
shell, which is less compressible than the bulk water, and with the presence of packing defects, 
which make the collapsed protein states more compressible than the disordered ensembles. Note 
that due to the high accuracy of RD/ST NMR derived populations and rate constants, it is 
possible to use relatively low pressures of ~100-200 bar [205, 206] that minimize perturbations to 
the delicate nonnative ensembles.  
3.1.2.3 Denaturants: The rate constants and populations obtained from RD/ST data 
measured as a function of denaturant concentration C can be recast in terms of m-value profiles 
along the protein folding pathway [1, 208]. The m-value is defined as a slope of free-energy vs. 
denaturant concentration, m=-d'G/dC, and provides a measure of change in accessible surface 
area [1]. Hence, m-value profiles can be interpreted in terms of the polypeptide chain compaction 
in the course of protein folding. The advantage of RD NMR is that relatively small free-energy 
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changes can be accurately quantified, allowing the use of mild denaturant concentrations (e.g. up 
to ~0.5 mM urea or GdnHCl) [208].  
3.1.2.4 Deuterium isotope effects: Substitution of protein or solvent protons with 
deuterons differentially affects stabilities of protein states with different degrees of structural 
organization, and, therefore, it can be used, in combination with RD/ST NMR, to probe structure 
formation in various states on the folding energy landscape. For example, the fact that van der 
Waals interactions involving deuterons are weaker as compared to those of protons means that 
side-chain deuteration destabilizes protein states where a considerable number of side-chain 
contacts are formed [209, 212]. Therefore, studies of unfolding-refolding kinetics as a function of 
the degree of side-chain deuteration can be used to probe the extent of formation of (specific 
and/or non-specific) side-chain contacts in the nonnative states along the folding pathway [29, 
209]. The degree of side-chain deuteration can be altered by introducing protonated aromatic 
residues (Phe, Tyr, Trp) [209] or protonated Ile, Val, Leu methyl groups in a highly deuterated 
background [174, 176], achieved by expressing protein in E. Coli using 2H2O based M9 medium 
supplemented with protonated precursors (see section 2.2 above). In principle, RD/ST 
measurements can be also performed in buffers with different 2H2O content. Protein stability is 
known to increase when H2O is replaced by 2H2O, primarily due to strengthening hydrogen bonds 
involving deuterons as compared to protons [213]. The change in protein stability measured as a 
function of increasing 2H2O content, therefore, can be used to probe the extent of hydrogen bond 
formation in various states along the folding pathway.  
3.1.2.5 Mutations: Structure formation along the protein folding pathway can be studied 
through the effect of point mutations on unfolding-refolding kinetics (that can be probed by RD/ST 
NMR) using a protein engineering approach called )-value analysis [1, 196]. In this method 
contacts formed by a residue in nonnative state A (transition or intermediate) are evaluated 
through the effect of mutating this residue on stabilities of state A and the native state N relative 
to the denatured state D by calculating the )A=''GAD/''GND value (here ''GAD and ''GND are 
changes in free energy differences 'GAD = GA-GD and 'GND = GN-GD caused by a mutation). 
)A=1 suggests that native-like contacts are fully formed in state A at the site of mutation, while 
)A=0 indicates that the site of mutation is likely disordered in state A. Traditional )-value analysis 
of 2-state folding transition states (using stop-flow experiments) has significantly advanced our 
understanding of protein folding mechanisms [18]. The method can also be applied to studies of 
multi-state protein folding [210, 214], in which case populations of nonnative states and the rates 
of their interconversion are converted into )-value profiles along the folding pathway that report 
on both native-like and nonnative structure formation. Another protein engineering approach 
called double mutant cycles [1, 215] explores the effect of mutating a pair of residues on the 
stabilities of various states, and can be used to probe the formation of pairwise interactions 
between residues along the folding pathway.  
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3.1.3 NMR probes of nonnative state structure  
RD/ST NMR data allow extraction of chemical shift differences between states, 'Yij, that 
are sensitive to changes in protein structure and flexibility [216, 217]. In addition, a set of CPMG 
RD experiments performed under conditions of weak protein alignment allow measurements of 
residual dipolar coupling (RDC) [125, 194] and residual chemical shift anisotropy (RCSA) [195] 
differences between states that report on changes in orientations of protein structure elements. 
Chemical shifts obtained by RD/ST NMR can be used for characterization of secondary structure 
(e.g. by TALOS [218, 219], or G2D [220] suitable for structure prediction of disordered states) and 
conformational flexibility (by RCI [221]) of low-populated nonnative states on the folding energy 
landscape. Furthermore, computational protocols such as CS-Rosetta [197], Cheshire [198] and 
CS23D [199] enable structure determination of well ordered states using the backbone and 13CE 
chemical shifts as primary input data. Computational methods such as restrained molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations are also available that employ chemical shifts and other sparse NMR 
restraints for modeling ensembles of conformationally heterogeneous states [12, 200, 201, 222]. 
Therefore, the availability of RD/ST NMR derived chemical shifts and additional RDC/RCSA data, 
along with computational methods for protein structure prediction [197-200], enable modeling of 
high-resolution structures and/or ensembles of minor states transiently visited in the course of 
protein folding [43, 223].  
3.1.3.1 Minor state chemical shifts: The resonances of minor protein states with 
populations of a few percent and ms life-times are not observed directly in NMR spectra [29]. Yet 
NMR spectra of these states can be reconstructed from resonance frequencies of the major 
species, YA, and chemical shift differences between states, 'YBA, derived from RD/ST NMR data: 
YB=YA+'YBA (Fig. 4). By using RD/ST experiments for different nuclei (as outlined above) one 
can obtain nearly complete backbone and side-chain resonance assignments of a low-population 
protein state [43, 112, 223]. NMR chemical shifts provide a fingerprint of protein structure 
containing information that is often sufficient for protein structure generation without the use of 
any additional data [197-199, 216, 217]. Analysis of CPMG RD data provides absolute values of 
chemical shift differences, |'Y|, while 'Y signs required for reconstruction of NMR spectra of a 
low-populated state need to be determined from additional experiments [154, 155, 224]. One 
approach based on the comparison of peak positions in the indirect dimension of HSQC and 
HMQC spectra recorded at several magnetic fields [154, 224] can provide 'Y signs for 15N, 13CD, 
13C¶ and methyl 13C nuclei [43, 223]. Another method based on the analysis of off-resonance R1U 
data obtained at low spin-lock field strength using selective RU experiments [141, 154, 155] can 
be used for measurement of 'Y signs for 15N, 1HN, 13CD and 1HD nuclei [43, 223]. Relative signs of 
1HN and 15N 'Y can be determined from ZQ and DQ CPMG experiments [109], so that only one 
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of the 15N and 1HN 'Y signs needs to be measured independently. In contrast to CPMG RD data, 
off-resonance RU and CEST profiles obtained at low spin-lock field strengths allow extraction of 
signed 'Y values (see above) that can be used to reconstruct NMR spectra of invisible nonnative 
protein states without the need of additional experiments.  
 
 
Figure 4. Calculation of 15N chemical shifts and 15N-1HN RDCs in excited states from 'Z values measured in SQ, TROSY 
(TR) and anti-TROSY (AT) CPMG RD experiments.  
 
3.1.3.1 Minor state RDCs and RCSAs: Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) and residual 
chemical shift anisotropies (RCSAs) report on orientations of internuclear vectors and principal 
axes of CSA tensors, respectively, that can be used as long-range restraints for protein structure 
calculation [225, 226]. Dipole-dipole interactions between a pair of spins are averaged to zero in 
isotropic solution due to molecular overall rotation, but can be re-introduced to NMR spectra by 
placing a molecule in a weakly aligning anisotropic medium such as bicelles [227], bacteriophage 
solutions [228], polyethylene glycol (PEG) CnEm/n-alcohol mixtures [229] or stretched 
polyacrylamide gels [230]. A variety of NMR experiments for RDC measurements in protein 
ground states were proposed that are routinely used during protein structure determination [226]. 
More recently, new methods have been described for RDC and RCSA measurements in transient 
low-populated states that utilize spin-state selective CPMG RD experiments [194, 195, 231]. For 
example, 15NH RDCs can be obtained from measuring splittings between the components of 15N 
doublets measured with and without partial alignment, which, in the ground state, can be obtained 
using a 15NH IPAP experiment [232, 233]. Splittings between doublet components in a low-
population invisible state can be obtained by measuring frequency differences between states for 
individual doublet components using spin-state selective 15N TROSY and anti-TROSY CPMG 
schemes, thereby providing RDCs for the backbone amide groups in a minor state [231] (Fig. 4). 
Beyond 15NH groups, CPMG-type RD methods have been proposed for measurements of 1HN-
13CO, 13CD-1HD [194] and methyl 13CH3 [234] RDCs in the minor states. Additionally, frequency 
differences between states for 13C¶ nuclei obtained from CPMG RD data collected with and 
without partial protein alignment can be analyzed to extract minor state RCSAs for carbonyl 
carbons [195].  
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3.1.4 Modeling structure and dynamics of transient nonnative states  
3.1.4.1 Chemical shift based structure determination: NMR chemical shifts for protein 1H, 
15N and 13C nuclei provide sensitive probes of protein local structure [216, 217]. Yet structural 
information contained in chemical shifts is not readily accessible because of their complex 
dependence on a number of factors, which makes chemical shifts difficult to predict and interpret 
in a quantitative manner. The development of robust empirical methods for chemical shift 
prediction such as SPARTA [235] [236], SHIFTX [237], SHIFTS [238] and CAMSHIFT [239] that 
build upon a wealth of chemical shift information available for proteins with known structure has 
led to a breakthrough in chemical shift based protein structure determination. The fragment-
based approaches for protein structure generation such as CS-Rosetta [197], Cheshire [198] and 
CS23D [199] work by assembly of protein structure from short fragments compatible with 
experimental NMR chemical shifts. For example, the program CS-Rosetta [197] guides selection 
of 3- and 9-residue structural fragments from a database by comparing experimental 15N, 1HN, 
13CD, 1HD, 13CE, 13C¶ chemical shifts with those predicted by the program SPARTA [235] [236]. The 
fragments are then used to generate three-dimensional models of a protein using the program 
Rosetta [3]. It has been demonstrated that CS-Rosetta [197] and a related protocol based on the 
program Cheshire [198] can generate accurate high-resolution models of small proteins and 
modular domains of up to ~15 kDa with the backbone rmsd to experimental structures of ~1-2Å. 
The robustness of chemical shift based protocols can be enhanced by the use of long-range 
restraints such as provided by RDCs and RCSAs [43, 223, 240]. Improved chemical shift based 
protocols have been recently proposed that make use of additional RDC and RCSA restraints 
[43, 223, 240].   
3.1.4.2 Dynamics from chemical shifts: It has been shown that model-free order 
parameters, S2, for the backbone amide groups, which report on the angular amplitude of 15NH 
vector motions [241], can be predicted with reasonable accuracy from backbone and 13CE 
chemical shifts using the Random Coil Index (RCI) approach [221]. This method provides a 
unique means to probe flexibility of low-population protein states [43, 223] where 15N NMR 
relaxation measurements commonly used to estimate S2 of fast ps-ns motions are not available. 
The protocols for chemical shift based protein structure prediction described above [197-199] 
generally perform well for structured proteins, while the presence of flexible loops/termini 
adversely affects the convergence of structure calculation. At first glance it may seem that studies 
of low-populated folding intermediates would necessarily require their description in terms of 
ensembles of interconverting conformations, limiting the use of CS-Rosetta [197] and Cheshire 
[198] protocols for their structure calculation. However, recent studies of the FF domain from 
HYPA/FBP11 [43, 223] and a mutational variant of Fyn SH3 domain [44] have shown that 
intermediates may consist of ordered regions with native-like and/or nonnative secondary and 
tertiary structure well described by a single conformation. The RCI approach for prediction of 
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conformational flexibility from NMR chemical shifts [221] can be used to map such ordered 
regions of folding intermediates amenable to structure determination using chemical shift based 
protocols.  
3.1.4.3 Modeling conformationally heterogeneous ensembles: Nonnative high-energy 
states sampled in the course of protein folding exhibit various degrees of conformational flexibility 
and often need to be described as ensembles of interconverting conformations [12, 200, 201, 
222]. Modeling structural ensembles of conformationally heterogeneous states is a challenging 
task because only limited experimental data are typically available for such states, yet the number 
of data needed to adequately describe the ensemble of conformations is much greater than that 
required to determine a single structure. One potentially general method for modeling 
heterogeneous states is based on the use of various types of experimental data, including but not 
limited to NMR chemical shifts and RDCs, as restraints in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 
[200, 222]. Since experimental data report on ensemble averages over a range of conformations, 
the rigorous approach involves imposing restraints on an ensemble of conformations sampled in 
one MD trajectory (time-averaged restraints) [242] or in parallel MD trajectories for a number of 
molecule replicas (ensemble-averaged restraints) [200, 222, 243]. For example, MD simulations 
were employed for the characterization of folding intermediates using chemical shifts and HX 
protection factors [244], and transition states using protein engineering )-values as restraints 
[245]. Another approach that was used for modeling disordered protein states involves generation 
of a large pool of conformers and assignment of their statistical weights to satisfy experimental 
restraints [12, 201], as, for example, implemented in ENSEMBLE [246, 247] or ASTEROIDS [248, 
249] algorithms.  
3.1.4.4 Probing structural organization of nonnative states: Chemical shifts, RDCs and 
RCSAs obtained by RD/ST NMR provide unique experimental data that enable determination of 
the structure and dynamics of sparsely populated nonnative states on the folding energy 
landscape. With this information it is possible to address many questions about structural 
organization of these obscure species that are often beyond the reach of other experimental 
techniques. About denatured states - what is the extent of their residual native-like and/or 
nonnative structure, and what is this residual structure? What is the role of residual structure (if 
any) in driving the polypeptide chain toward downstream conformational states en route to the 
native state? About folding intermediates - how structured are they, and what is their structure? 
What interactions are responsible for their stability, and what is the nature of barriers that 
separate them from native and denatured states? What is the extent of nonnative interactions, 
and what is their role in determining folding rates? Are intermediates molten-globule-like 
collapsed states with partially formed secondary structure held together by non-specific side-
chain interactions, or do they consist of well structured regions with packed cores lacking side-
chain fluidity?  
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Many of these questions can be answered from RD/ST derived chemical shifts even 
before attempting to determine structure or model ensembles of transient intermediates and 
denatured states. As outlined above, the backbone chemical shifts can be used to assess 
conformational dynamics (using RCI [221]) and predict secondary structure (using TALOS [218, 
219] or G2D [220]) of nonnative states on the folding energy landscape. The later analysis, for 
example, can be used to identify nonnative secondary structure elements. In cases where 
continuous ordered regions of protein sequence with high RCI order parameters S2 are found, the 
structure of such regions can be modeled by CS-Rosetta [197, 240] and/or Cheshire [198] based 
on the backbone chemical shift, RDC and RCSA restraints [43, 223]. This situation may likely 
happen for protein folding intermediates. If a well-defined rigid structure is lacking, which might be 
expected for denatured states, MD simulations with ensemble-averaged restraints or other 
methods for modeling ensembles of conformationally heterogeneous states [12, 200, 201, 222] 
can be employed.  
 
3.1.5 Isolation and further analysis of nonnative states on the folding energy landscape  
Structural models of low-populated nonnative states obtained using RD/ST NMR data in 
combination with computational approaches can help design rational strategies for isolation of 
such states [43, 223]. Specifically, these models can be used to identify amino-acid residues 
and/or whole regions of protein structure that do not contribute significantly to the nonnative state 
stability, but are critical for structural integrity of the native protein. Mutation of such residues 
and/or truncation of the identified regions, therefore, can selectively destabilize the ground native 
state, making a nonnative state (e.g. folding intermediate) the most stable species on the folding 
energy landscape. This strategy, for example, has been successfully applied to isolation of the 
folding intermediate of the FF domain from HYPA/FBP11 based on a high-resolution model of this 
state obtained by RD NMR [43, 223]. A similar approach has also been also employed to trap 
folding intermediates of apo-cytochrome b562 [250], engrailed homeodomain En-HD [251] and Im7 
protein [252], albeit using a different strategy for mutant design.  
Once isolated, nonnative protein states can be further investigated using conventional 
NMR approaches and other biophysical methods. For example, characterization of their structure 
using a standard NOE-based NMR approach [253] and ps-ns dynamics using NMR spin-
relaxation measurements [241] can help corroborate the accuracy of a structural model based on 
chemical shifts, RDCs and RCSAs obtained by RD/ST NMR. Furthermore, it might be possible to 
explore transitions to higher-energy states on the protein energy landscape by using RD/ST NMR 
[27-30] and/or hydrogen exchange (HX) experiments [15, 54] performed on an isolated species. 
Folding intermediates have long been considered as branching points of the protein folding 
pathways that, beyond their roles in protein self-assembly, initiate the formation of molecular 
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aggregates [8, 9]. Therefore, exploring the tendency of isolated intermediates to form oligomeric 
species can shed light on early events of protein aggregation.  
 
3.2. Folding energy landscape of HYPA/FBP11 FF domain by RD NMR: a case study  
To date, ȝV-ms unfolding-refolding transitions leading to formation of transient nonnative 
conformational states have been studied using the RD/ST NMR approach (primarily by CPMG 
RD) for a number of small proteins and protein domains, e.g. Fyn and Abp1p SH3 domains [34, 
44, 202] (reviewed in [29]), FF domain from HYPA/FBP11 [43, 208, 223, 254-256], redesigned 
apo-cytochrome b562 [203, 206, 250, 257], the activation domain of human procarboxypeptidase 
A2 (ADA2h) [204], cold shock proteins B (CspB) [258], Im7 protein [252, 259], gpW protein [260], 
KIX protein [261, 262], PBX homeodomain [263, 264], villin headpiece domain [265-267] and 
apomyoglobin [268]. For proteins such as Fyn SH3 domain (reviewed in [29]) and the FF domain 
from HYPA/FBP11 (reviewed here), the RD NMR approach resulted in a remarkably detailed 
picture of the folding energy landscape, as well as structure determination of the transiently 
populated on-pathway folding intermediates [43, 44, 223]. A case study of the FF domain folding 
described in section 3.2.1 illustrates all steps of the RD/ST NMR analysis of transient nonnative 
states on the folding energy landscape, from probing the details of the folding pathway based on 
unfolding-refolding kinetics to structure determination of the transiently populated folding 
intermediate, its isolation and further analysis.  
3.2.1 Details of the FF domain folding pathway from unfolding-refolding kinetics: The first 
FF domain from human HYPA/FBP11 is a small 71 residue four-helix module with D-D-310-D 
topology that provides a model system for studying protein folding mechanisms [43, 208, 223, 
269-271] (Fig. 5). Previous studies have shown that the FF domain folds by a three-state 
mechanism UlIlF (U is fully unfolded, I is intermediate and F is folded) via an on-pathway 
intermediate that is close in energy (~2 kcal/mol) to the natively folded state [270, 271]. The 
intermediate forms rapidly on the Ps time-scale and rearranges to the native state within a few 
milliseconds [43, 270, 271] (Fig. 5). The folding behavior of HYPA/FBP11 FF domain has been 
examined to a considerable level of detail by RD NMR methods [43, 208, 223]. 15N CPMG RD 
measurements performed for the wild-type (WT) FF domain revealed that in the temperature 
range of 20-35oC the folding intermediate is populated at 1-5%, while the unfolded state is below 
the level of detection. For the destabilized mutants A17G and Q19G, on the other hand, 15N 
CPMG RD data allowed detection of both intermediate and unfolded states [208]. The analysis of 
15N CPMG RD data for the WT, A17G and Q19G FF domains recorded as function of 
temperature and urea concentration provided the populations of the exchanging states and 
exchange rate constants that were recast into free-energy, entropy, enthalpy (temperature 
dependent data) and m-value (urea dependent data) profiles along the FF domain folding 
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pathway (Fig. 6A,B). These profiles suggest that the FF domain folding proceeds in several 
consecutive structure formation / compaction / dehydration steps accompanied by a gradual 
decrease in enthalpy, entropy and m-value (Fig. 6A,B), and that the folding intermediate exhibits 
a level of structural organization between those of the folded and the fully unfolded states [208]. 
The initial analysis of CPMG RD derived 15N chemical shifts in the intermediate state, as well as 
protection factors for the backbone amide groups obtained from HX measurements (Fig. 6C), 
revealed that the region corresponding to the first three native helices of the FF domain is 
relatively well structured in the intermediate state while the C-terminal region corresponding to the 
fourth native helix is more disordered [208]. Subsequent RD NMR studies have also measured 
the FF domain unfolding-refolding kinetics as a function of viscosity, providing important insights 
into the impact of solvent friction on the FF domain folding rate [255, 256].  
 
Figure 5. Folding pathway of the WT FF domain from HYPA/FBP11, structures of the native and intermediate states, 
and strategy for isolation of the intermediate. Adapted with permission from reference [43].  
 
 
Figure 6. (A) Free-energy G, entropic TS and enthalpic H contribution to G along the folding pathway of the WT and 
A17G FF domain obtained from temperature dependent 15N CPMG RD data. (B) m-value profiles along the folding 
pathway of WT and A17G FF from urea-dependent 15N CPMG RD data. (C) Protection factors for the backbone amide 
groups of the WT FF domain obtained from HX data, Adapted from reference [208].  
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3.2.2 Structure of the FF folding intermediate by RD NMR: Structural analysis of the 
folding intermediate of the WT FF domain (Fig. 5) was based on a nearly complete set of CPMG 
RD derived backbone 15N, 1HN, 13CO, 13CD and 1HD chemical shifts and 15N-1H RDCs measured for 
the domain weakly aligned in a PEG/hexanol mixture [43]. Chemical shifts obtained from the 
CPMG RD data were used initially to assess secondary structure and dynamics of the folding 
intermediate using, respectively, TALOS+ [218] and RCI [221]. Order parameters S2 for the 
backbone amide groups predicted by RCI approach revealed that the folding intermediate is 
remarkably well-structured, and rather represents an alternative less favorable fold of the FF 
domain. Secondary structure prediction revealed that, similar to the FF domain native state, the 
folding intermediate consists of the four helices (H1-H4 in Fig. 5), with the first two helices having 
identical boundaries with corresponding helices of the native state. The third helix H3 of the 
intermediate is nonnative (blue in Fig 5), spanning the region that forms the 310-helix H3, the H3-
H4 loop, and the beginning of D-helix H4 of the native protein. Additionally, the intermediate has a 
poorly defined nonnative helix H4 in the C-terminal part (cyan in Fig. 5). Following the initial 
characterization, the three-dimensional structure of the folding intermediate was modeled using a 
modification of the CS-Rosetta protocol using RD NMR derived backbone chemical shift and 
RDC data [43], (Fig 5). Although the native-like topology is preserved in the intermediate state, 
the obtained high-resolution model reveals nonnative secondary and tertiary structure that must 
be broken on way to the native state (Fig. 5), slowing down protein folding by about two orders of 
magnitude. The obtained structure offered a simple route to isolation of the folding intermediate 
by truncation of the C-terminal part of the domain [43], which is at least partially disordered in the 
intermediate, but forms an D-helix H4 in the native protein critical for structural integrity of the FF 
domain (Fig. 5). The truncation, therefore, selectively destabilizes the native state and traps the 
domain in the intermediate state, which becomes the most stable species on the folding energy 
landscape.  
 
3.2.3 Nonnative interactions in the FF domain folding pathway: It is increasingly 
recognized that protein folding is not just a progressive accumulation of the native-like structure, 
but a complex process involving the formation of nonnative interactions that may speed up the 
folding by lowering energy barriers [272-274] or trap the molecules in misfolded conformers [275]. 
The folding intermediate of the FF domain provides an example of such a trap stabilized by 
nonnative contacts that creates a rate-limiting barrier on the way to the native fold (Fig. 5). To 
investigate the role of nonnative interactions in the folding of FF domain, CPMG RD studies have 
been extended to its L24A mutant, which has an overall folding rate an order of magnitude slower 
than the WT domain and an unusual )-value of 1.3 in the folding transition state [271], consistent 
with the formation of nonnative interactions. The structure of the folding intermediate of the L24A 
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FF domain determined by RD NMR methods revealed an even more extensive network of 
nonnative interactions than that of the WT intermediate (Fig. 7). Thus, a nonnative interface 
between helices H1 and H3 in the folding intermediate of the L24A FF domain is additionally 
stabilized by nonnative contacts formed by residue Y49 from H3, which in the WT FF 
intermediate is located on the interface between helices H2 and H3 (Fig. 7). These findings 
suggest a key role for nonnative interactions in determining the FF domain folding rate [223].  
 
 
Figure 7. Nonnative interactions in the WT and L24A intermediates (I) vs. native (N) FF fold. Extra nonnative contacts in 
L24A I are formed by Y49. Adapted with permission from reference [223].  
 
3.2.4 Intermediate as a branching point in the FF folding pathway: The formation of 
partially folded intermediates has long been thought of as a primary step in the onset of 
aggregation leading to the formation of cytotoxic molecular species [8, 9]. However, due to their 
transient nature and low populations, the involvement of folding intermediates in aggregation has 
been extremely difficult to verify. NMR studies of the folding intermediate of the FF domain 
provided a rare opportunity to explore the role of such states in the formation of higher-order 
molecular species (Fig. 5). Thus, a 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of a variant FF1-60 (residues 1-60) with 
the truncated C-terminal part [43] that mimics intermediate of the full-length FF1-71 (residues 1-71) 
displays two sets of signals, revealing the presence of two conformations of the protein in slow 
exchange with one another. The interconversion between the two conformers was studied by 15N 
longitudinal exchange (ZZ) experiments [276], a dilution series and 15N relaxation measurements 
[241], revealing that the two sets of signals correspond to monomer and dimer forms of the 
isolated folding intermediate. Analysis of the backbone 1H, 15N and 13C chemical shifts of the two 
forms of FF1-60 assigned using standard triple-resonance NMR experiments [191] suggests that 
dimerization involves the flexible N-terminal part of the domain preceding the D-helix H1. 
Truncation of this part resulted in another mimic of the folding intermediate - FF11-60 (residues 11-
60) that predominantly exists in the monomeric form (Fig. 5). This study established that the 
folding intermediate serves as a branching point of the FF domain folding pathway, illustrating 
how incomplete folding can result in the formation of higher-order molecular assemblies [254].  
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3.2.5 Cross-validation of the RD NMR based structure determination: The structure of the 
folding intermediate of the WT FF domain is the first high-resolution model of a nonnative protein 
state with population of a few percent and a ms lifetime to have been determined by RD NMR. 
Therefore, its corroboration by other methods could provide an important validation of the RD 
NMR based approach for studying transient nonnative protein states. The isolated folding 
intermediate obtained by truncation of the C-terminal part of the domain (FF11-60) has provided an 
important means for such validation. The structure of the monomeric truncated variant FF11-60 that 
mimics the intermediate of the full-length domain has been determined using a standard NOE-
based NMR approach, and has confirmed the set of nonnative contacts observed in RD NMR 
derived model of the intermediate [277].  
 
4. Protein folding in a living cell  
While the detailed characterization of protein folding in vitro can provide insights into 
structural, kinetic and thermodynamic characteristics of interconverting states on the protein 
folding energy landscape, the protein folding process in living cells is significantly more complex 
than protein folding in vitro [278]. For the majority of in vitro studies, refolding is initiated from a 
full-length protein, either by dilution of a denatured protein into a refolding buffer or by using 
metastable variants of the wild-type protein that populate both the folded state and significant 
amounts of fully and/or partially unfolded conformers. Because protein folding in vivo occurs 
under very different conditions, growing evidence suggests that in vivo folding is significantly 
altered [279], both co- and post-translationally. Furthermore, because protein synthesis is 
energetically very expensive and misfolded and aggregated species are often extremely 
cytotoxic, cells have evolved robust and efficient protein quality control (PQC) networks in the 
cytoplasm and organelles to ensure that proteins stay in the correct conformations during their 
entire lifetime [21]. Interactions with molecular chaperones and other PQC components create yet 
another level of complexity, allowing protein homeostasis to adapt in complicated ways to 
physiological and pathological changes in different aspects of cellular environment [280]: e.g. 
fluxes of metabolites and ions, interactions with other macromolecules, stresses, viral infections, 
etc. The highly dynamic and partially redundant nature of the PQC networks is essential for the 
plasticity and efficiency of de novo protein folding and repair of damaged proteins in a complex 
cellular environment [278]. In turn, an imbalance in cellular folding capacity is associated with 
many devastating diseases, including neuro-degeneration, diabetes and cancer [280]. The 
mechanistic understanding of in vivo protein folding is a central, yet extremely challenging, area 
in modern molecular biology and biomedicine. Advances in bio-NMR reviewed in section 2 have 
recently allowed characterization of the key aspects of in vivo protein folding at atomic resolution, 
as well providing high-resolution snapshots of the folding process in the presence of molecular 
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chaperones and ribosomes. In this section we overview recent examples of NMR studies that 
successfully address these fundamental questions.  
 
4.1 De Novo Protein folding  
It has been postulated that for many proteins in vivo folding starts while a polypeptide 
chain is still tethered to the ribosome [279]. Indeed, during translation, the N-terminal end of the 
polypeptide chain is available for folding before the C-terminal end has been synthesized. 
Gradual release of the nascent polypeptide chain from the ribosome, as well as interaction with 
the ribosome-associated chaperones, constrains the available conformational space and alters 
the folding pathways observed in vitro [278]. On the one hand, the vectorial nature of translation 
might prevent nonspecific interactions between the N- and C-terminal sequences, potentially 
reducing the chance of misfolding and aggregation for some proteins. On the other hand, co-
translational folding may be time-constrained because the long-range contacts most likely occur 
outside of the ribosomes and require the release of large segments of the nascent chain [279], 
suggesting that the rate of translation might fine-tune co-translational folding [281, 282]. In other 
words, the translation pattern might kinetically trap folding intermediates and determine 
preferential routes of the folding process, either driving or preventing off-pathway misfolding 
reactions.  
Detailed structural and dynamic studies of protein folding on the ribosome are 
complicated by the high molecular weight of the polypeptide chain-ribosome complex (~2.5 MDa), 
limited lifetime of the complex and relatively low working concentrations (ca. 100 nM - 10 ȝM). 
Advances in NMR methodology for studying large protein systems have recently allowed many of 
these challenges to be overcome, making possible NMR characterization of three small global 
proteins, FLN5 [56], barnase [57] and an SH3 domain [58] tethered to the ribosome. These 
studies demonstrated the power of solution NMR to probe conformation and dynamics of the 
nascent chain during translation (as discussed in detail in a recent review by Waudby et al. [283]). 
Here, we overview the examples of two most recent studies by Christodoulou and colleagues 
(published in 2016), elucidating the mechanisms by which interactions with the ribosome [59] and 
ribosome-associated molecular chaperones [60] shape the folding landscape of the nascent 
polypeptide chain.  
 
4.1.1 Nascent chain interactions with the ribosome surface: The first study [59] 
investigated the structural ensemble of an E. coli ribosome-nascent chain (RNC) complex. This 
nascent chain (NC) included sequences of two immunoglobulin-like domains: the N-terminal 105-
residue FLN5 that can adopt a folded conformation and a folding-incompetent C-terminal 110-
residue FLN6 (Fig. 8A). The NC was tethered to the ribosome and translationally arrested using 
the SecM motif. Signals from the folded and unfolded parts of the NC were observed using 1H-15N 
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SOFAST-HMQC experiments in H2O with U{15N,2H} labelled RNC samples, which detect amide 
group signals from unfolded regions of the NC, and 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC experiments in D2O 
with RNC samples selectively labeled with 13C1H3 methyl groups at all Ile G-methyl groups, which 
detect well-dispersed signals from the folded FLN5 domain. FLN5 and FLN6 chemical shifts were 
used as replica-averaged structural restrains for modeling the conformational ensemble of the 
RNC complex using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The generated ensemble (Fig. 8B) 
revealed that N-terminal folding-competent FLN5 adopts a folded conformation and has some 
limited access to the ribosome surface. On the other hand, C-terminal folding-incompetent FLN6 
adopts a compact disordered conformation with transiently formed inter-residue contacts and 
fractionally populated native-like secondary structure elements (ca. 20% on average). As 
expected, FLN6 also transiently interacts with several ribosomal proteins.  
 
 
Figure 8. Nascent chain folding on the ribosome: (A) Design of the SecM translationally arrested RNC used for NMR 
characterization, in which N-terminal FLN5 domain (magenta) is tethered to the ribosome through C-terminal FLN6 
domain (cyan).  (B) Three representative conformations of the nascent-chain ensemble of FLN5+FLN6 RNC obtained 
from MD simulations  using NMR chemical shifts as replica-average structural restrains (reproduced with permission from 
[59]). (C) FLN5 folding is sterically delayed by interaction of the FNL6 tether with the ribosome: The FNL5 folded and 
unfolded states observed for RNCs with different lengths of truncated FLN6 (from 21 to 110 residues) as monitored by 1H-
13C correlation spectra RI,OHį-[13CH3] labeled FLN5 RNCs (black); the spectra of RNC overlaid with isolated folded (cyan) 
FLN5 and unfolded (orange) truncated FLN5; resonances marked R arise from background labeling of ribosomal proteins 
(reproduced with permission from [59]). 
 
To investigate how interactions with the ribosome affect the FLN5 folding, the original NC 
construct, which included folding-competent FLN5 and 110-residue folding-incompetent FLN6 (as 
a tether), was gradually truncated from 110 to 21 C-terminal FLN6 tether residues. Peak 
intensities in amide and methyl 2D NMR spectra were used to monitor how the length of the 
tether (the C-terminal folding-incompetent FLN6 fragment) affects the population of folded FLN5 
(Fig. 8C). Interestingly, the midpoint of the unfolded-to-folded transition of FNL5 was observed 
only when the FLN6 tether was around 42 to 45 residues long (Fig. 8C), while the first 31 
residues of the FLN6 tether were sufficient for the entire FLN5 sequence to emerge from the 
ribosome (as reported by PEGylation of a Cys residue located on the boundary between FLN5 
and FLN6). These results evidently demonstrated that emergence of the entire FLN5 sequence 
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from the ribosome tunnel is not sufficient for FLN5 folding. Indeed, when the tether (truncated C-
terminal FLN6) is short enough (31-45 residues) to permit interactions of as yet unfolded FLN5 
with the ribosome surface, FLN5 folding is sterically destabilized and delayed. In turn, a longer 
tether (over 42-45 residue long) sterically decreases contacts between as yet unfolded FLN5 and 
the ribosome and thus enables FLN5 folding.   
 
4.1.2 Nascent chain interactions with the ribosome-associated chaperones: In vivo, a 
nascent chain tethered to the ribosome has considerable access to ribosome-associated 
molecular chaperones such as the ATP-independent trigger factor and ATP-dependent Hsp70 
system in bacteria, and the ATP-independent nascent polypeptide-associated complex and 
GimC/Prefolding, ATP-dependent Hsp70 and Hsp60 (TRiC/CCT) chaperones in eukaryotes [279, 
282, 284]. The second study by Christodoulou and colleagues [60] investigated how interaction 
with the ribosome-associated trigger factor (TF) affects the RNC conformation.  
As a model system to probe such interactions, the authors designed an NC construct that 
consists of intrinsically disordered Į-synuclein translationally arrested by the SecM motif. There is 
substantial previous evidence that the TF KDVPRGHUDWHȝ0DIILQLW\IRU the ribosome, as well as 
weak affinity for the ribosome-tethered Į-synuclein. In this study [60], different isotope labeling 
schemes for Į-synuclein and TF allowed the authors to depict and characterize complex 
individual interactions between TF, NC, and the ribosome: 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC was used to 
monitor 15N-labeled Į-synuclein NC, while 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC was used to monitor methyl 
(2H, 13CH3-ILV) labeled TF. In agreement with the previously detected TF-ribosome association, a 
significant reduction in peak intensities (ca. six fold) was observed in 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC of 
TF in the presence of unlabeled ribosomes. In turn, inhomogeneous line broadening in 1H-15N 
SOFAST-HMQC of the Į-synuclein RNC complex suggested that Į-synuclein tethered to the 
ribosome transiently interacts with the ribosome surface (Fig. 9A). The addition of TF to the Į-
synuclein RNC complex resulted in further non-uniform reduction in intensities of Į-synuclein 
amide peaks in 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC, reporting on weak interaction between the ribosome-
tethered Į-synuclein and TF. 
 
Figure 9. Į-synuclein nascent chain interactions with the 
ribosome and ribosome-associated trigger factor: (A) 
Inhomogeneous line broadening in 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC 
RI WKH Į-synuclein RNC complex suggesting Į-synuclein 
nascent chain with the ribosome: Cross-peak intensities in 
the Į-synuclein RNC (IRNC) relative to isolated Į-synuclein in 
the presence of ribosomes (IĮSyn+70S); the gray-shaded area 
depicts the approximate length of the exit tunnel. A Kyte and 
Doolittle hydropathy plot and an amino acid classification of 
the Į-synuclein sequence in positively charged (blue), 
negatively charged (red), and aromatic (green) residues are 
also shown (reproduced with permission from [60]). (B) MD-
generated structural modeling of the Į-synuclein RNC:  
Cross-VHFWLRQRIVLPXODWHGĮ6\Q51&VKRZLQJ WKHQDVFHQW
chain ensemble (gray) with a representative nascent chain 
structure (blue), ribosomal proteins (beige), and RNA (blue-
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gray) highlighted2EVHUYHG105UHVRQDQFHV UHODWLYH WR LVRODWHGĮ6\n in the presence of 70S, Fig. 9A) are shown as 
spheres colored according to their relative intensity (reproduced with permission from [60]). (C) The MD-generated Į-
synuclein RNC model with trigger factor monomer (light green) and substrate binding pockets (dark green); the observed 
NC resonances are shown as spheres colored according to relative intensities of the Į-synuclein RNC (IRNC) following 
addition of the trigger factor (IRNC+TF) (reproduced with permission from [60]). 
 
Next, to develop structural models of the Į-synuclein RNC complex in the presence and 
absence of TF, the authors utilized coarse-grained molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. As a 
starting point, a previously obtained cryo-EM model of SecM-stalled translating ribosome and an 
NMR model of the TF in complex with a disordered protein substrate PhoA were used. 
Remarkably, the MD-generated structural ensembles of RNC (Fig. 9B,C) agreed very well with 
non-uniform reduction in amide peak intensities in 1H-15N SOFAST-HMQC spectra of Į-synuclein 
observed upon TF association and/or tethering to the ribosome. The generated structural 
ensembles provided novel insights into interactions of the disordered NC with the ribosome. 
Specifically, (i) these interactions are found to be transient and apparently driven both by charged 
and by aromatic NC residues; and (ii) these transient NC-ribosome interactions do not directly 
affect the disordered NC conformation. Taken together, these findings by Christodoulou and 
colleagues provide solid experimental evidence that NC interactions with the ribosome surface 
and TF SOD\ DQ LPSRUWDQW µVKLHOGLQJ¶ UROH IRU as yet unfolded NCs, altering the protein folding 
landscape (Fig. 10) and apparently protecting folding-competent NCs from nonnative intra- and 
intermolecular contacts and misfolding.  
 
 
Figure 10. Co-translational modulations of the protein folding 
energy landscape: (Left) folding free-energy diagram for an 
isolated protein, showing the difference in free energy (G) 
between the folded (F) and unfolded (U) states. (Right) free-
energy diagram for a protein tethered to the ribosome, showing 
a ribosome- and trigger-factor bound state (UB). The ribosome 
and ribosome-associated trigger factor may alter this landscape 
and inhibit nascent-chain folding, as indicated by red arrow. 
 
 
 
 
4.2 The role of protein quality control network in protein folding  
Protein quality control (PQC) includes a sophisticated network of molecular chaperones, 
degradation enzymes, and other highly effective protein machines that facilitate correct folding of 
nascent protein chains and prevent accumulation of misfolded and aggregated protein species 
[21]. This network maintains protein homeostasis under physiological and/or pathological 
conditions [285, 286]; any imbalance in its capacity increases the risk of diseases associated with 
protein misfolding and aggregation [285, 287].  
Molecular chaperones, as the key PQC players, facilitate protein folding, prevent and 
reverse misfolding, and target damaged proteins for degradation. To perform their functions, 
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chaperones recognize and bind to their protein substrates in a cyclic manner. Many chaperones 
(called ATP-dependent molecular chaperones, e.g., Hsp90s, Hsp70s, Hsp60s) use energy from 
ATP hydrolysis to control their substrate binding and release cycle [288, 289]. Other chaperones 
(called ATP-independent chaperones, e.g., trigger factor, small HSPs, periplasmic bacterial 
chaperones, etc.) perform their functions without the use of ATP energy [290, 291]. Despite 
significant recent progress in the field, molecular mechanisms underlying the complex dynamic 
action of molecular chaperones still remain elusive. Advances in structural and dynamic studies 
of chaperone machines by solution NMR are summarized in recent reviews [55, 193, 292]. Here, 
we give an overview of recent NMR studies of Hsp70 molecular chaperones addressing the 
following fundamental questions: How do Hsp70 bind to a variety of different substrates, 
regardless of their conformations and shapes? How do Hsp70s fine-tune the folding landscape of 
their substrate proteins?  
 
4.2.1 The role of Hsp70 conformational flexibility in substrate binding: An important 
feature of Hsp70 molecular chaperones is their ability to interact with a variety of different protein 
substrate conformations, including completely extended nascent chains tethered to the ribosome, 
partially not-yet-folded or/and misfolded intermediates populated along the protein folding 
pathway, misfolded or partially unfolded species accumulated under stress conditions, as well as 
large insoluble aggregates [293-295]. Moreover, all Hsp70 substrates share only one common 
feature, an Hsp70 recognition motif [296]. This motif comprises five solvent-exposed preferentially 
hydrophobic amino acids usually framed by positively charged residues. Because this motif 
occurs very frequently in the hydrophobic core of globular proteins, Hsp70s recognize a wide 
variety of different protein substrates, and solvent accessibility of the recognition motif (e.g., upon 
protein unfolding or misfolding) is usually sufficient for interaction with Hsp70, regardless of the 
protein substrate size, shape or other conformational characteristics.  
Hsp70s bind and release their substrates in a highly coordinated manner, regulated by 
ATP binding and hydrolysis. All Hsp70s consist of two domains, an N-terminal 40 kDa nucleotide-
binding domain (NBD) that binds and hydrolyses ATP and a 30 kDa substrate-binding domain 
(SBD) that recognizes and binds protein substrates. Recent NMR [81] and X-ray studies [297] 
[298] of bacterial Hsp70 revealed that the complex mechanism of controllable substrate binding 
and release relies on drastic changes in domain arrangement between the ADP- and ATP-bound 
states. When bound to ADP, the two Hsp70 domains, SBD and NBD, behave independently, 
resulting in a high substrate binding affinity of SBD. By contrast, in the ATP-bound state, the two 
domains dock tightly onto each other, resulting in dramatic changes in SBD conformation, 
apparently incompatible with the substrate binding [297, 298]. In turn, NMR characterization of 
the Hsp70 functional cycle [81] revealed that, in the presence of ATP and substrate, Hsp70 
adopts a partially docked, highly dynamic conformation with a low substrate binding affinity.  
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Intriguingly, ATP binding not only results in significant structural changes, but also 
dramatically increases conformational dynamics around the substrate binding site, as evidenced 
by the large B-factors in X-ray structures [297, 298] and a significant line-broadening in amide 
TROSY spectra [81, 92]. These findings raise the following question: How important is this 
conformational flexibility for substrate binding and release? A recent characterization of bacterial 
Hsp70 employed solution NMR and MD simulations to address this intriguing question [83]. In this 
study, key Hsp70 allosteric sites that enable fine-tuning of the Hsp70 conformational transitions 
were perturbed using site-directed mutagenesis and protein truncations. Long-range effects upon 
these allosteric perturbations were monitored by chemical shift changes in amide TROSY and 
HNCO spectra, as well as conformational and dynamic perturbations in the MD trajectories [83]. 
These NMR and MD data revealed that conformational flexibility of the substrate-binding site is 
tightly coupled with the domain rearrangements (Fig. 11). ATP-induced domain docking leads to 
a dramatic enhancement of conformational flexibility in the substrate-binding site. In turn, 
enhanced dynamics in the substrate-binding site (e.g. upon destabilizing mutations) favors 
domain docking. :KLOH µULJLG¶ X-ray structures suggested that the domain-docked, ATP-bound 
Hsp70 state is incompatible with substrate binding [297, 298], the conformational flexibility in the 
substrate-binding site provides the mechanism that enables substrate binding to this open and 
flexible SBD conformation (Fig. 11). Moreover, this flexibility apparently allows the substrate-
binding site to sample a wide variety of different conformations and, thus, to adjust to protein 
substrates with different sizes and shapes.  
 
 
 
Figure 11. ATP binding/hydrolysis controls flexibility of 
the Hsp70 substrate-binding site: 7RS7ZR µHQG-SRLQW¶
Hsp70 conformations (ADP-bound, domain-undocked 
and ATP-bound, domain-docked), schematically 
VKRZLQJWKH1%'LQEOXHDQG6%'LQJUHHQIRUȕ6%'
DQGUHGIRUĮ/LG%RWWRPProbability density functions 
(PDFs) for the distance distribution between residues 
Met404 and Phe429 forming the substrate-binding sites 
are obtained from MD trajectories of the domain-
undocked ȕ6%' DQG GRPDLQ-GRFNHG ȕ6%'
(reproduced with permission from [83]); cartoons show 
WKHVPRRWKDQGURXJKȕ6%'FRQIRUPDWLRQDOODQGVFDSHV
for domain-undocked (left) and domain-docked (right) 
Hsp70 conformations respectively.  
 
4.2.2 Hsp70 preferentially interacts with unfolded protein conformations: It has been 
widely accepted that Hsp70 chaperones affect the thermodynamics and kinetics of 
interconversion between states on the folding energy landscape of their protein substrates [299]; 
however, the exact mechanism by which Hsp70s promote protein folding remains enigmatic. 
Recent studies by the Cavagnero and Kay groups [84, 85, 300] employed solution NMR to 
address this challenging question. Cavagnero and colleagues [300] characterized conformational 
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changes in the N-terminal SH3 domain of the Drosophila melanogaster adaptor protein drk (drkN 
SH3) upon its interactions with ADP-bound bacterial Hsp70. In the absence of Hsp70, the drkN 
SH3 domain is thermodynamically unstable [51-53]. As a result, two sets of peaks (corresponding 
to the folded and unfolded conformations, interconverting slowly on the NMR time-scale) are 
detected in 1H-15N HSQC of 15N-labeled drkN SH3. In the presence of Hsp70, significant changes 
in drkN SH3 1H-15N HSQC point to the interaction between Hsp70 and the domain. 2D diffusion-
ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) revealed that only the unfolded SH3 conformation interacts with 
ADP-bound Hsp70 [300]. In full agreement with the DOSY data, many 1H-15N HSQC peaks 
corresponding to the unfolded state of the drkN SH3 domain were affected by Hsp70 binding, 
showing an increase or decrease in intensity. By contrast, uniform reductions in peak intensities 
for all folded SH3 domain peaks were observed in 1H-15N HSQC upon addition of Hsp70, 
suggesting that in the presence of Hsp70, the population of folded drkN SH3 was significantly 
reduced (from ca. 62% in the absence of Hsp70 to ca. 14% in the presence of Hsp70). In other 
words, Hsp70 interaction with the unfolded state of the drkN SH3 domain shifts thermodynamic 
equilibrium toward the unfolded state (Fig. 12A). In turn, the analysis of Trp side-chain peaks in 
1H-15N HSQC revealed the presence of multiple Hsp70-bound SH3 conformations. These multiple 
conformations interconvert slowly on the NMR time-scale, and have distinct chemical shifts that, 
however, are very similar to the chemical shifts of the globally unfolded state of the SH3 domain 
observed in the absence of Hsp70.  
To identify the regions of drkN SH3 domain that directly interact with Hsp70, the authors 
employed phase-modulated CLEAN chemical exchange experiments. They found that a relatively 
large central portion of the unfolded SH3 domain becomes less solvent exposed in the presence 
of Hsp70. Importantly, this region is significantly larger than a single Hsp70 recognition motif 
comprising only 5-8 nonpolar residues, suggesting that different Hsp70 molecules interact with 
several distinct regions of the unfolded SH3 domain [300]. 
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Figure 12. Conformational changes in unfolded proteins upon binding to molecular chaperone Hsp70: (A and B) Hsp70 
binding stabilizes the unfolded states of drkN SH3 domain (A) and hTRF1 (B) as monitored by characteristic peak 
patterns in the amide correlation spectra (reproduced with permission from [300] and [84]). (C and D) Hsp70 binding does 
not perturb hTRF1 secondary structure propensities as monitored by CEST experiments:  (C) The CEST profile for the 
residue E10 showing peak intensity (I) as a function of the carrier frequency of a weak rf field, normalized to the peak 
intensity in the absence of the rf irradiation. (D) SSP scores for the unfolded state (green) calculated from CEST-derived 
chemical shifts for 15N, 13CĮ, and 13&ƍQXFOHL WKH UHG DQG EOXH OLQHV DUH the SSP scores for the native and ADP-Hsp70 
bound states of hTRF1, respectively (reproduced with permission from [84]). (E and F) Hsp70 binding alters hTRF1 long-
range contacts as monitored by a 1H CEST-based method for measuring PREs: (E) CEST profile of the residue E10 of 
hTRF1 with the nitroxide spin label at position 52 in reduced and oxidized forms; ratios of intensities of cross-peaks in the 
presence (I) and absence (I0) of delay TEX are plotted along the y axis as a function of the carrier of the weak 1H B1 field. 
(reproduced with permission from [85]). (F) PRE values in the Hsp70-bound hTRF1 (blue), Hsp70-unbound unfolded 
(excited) hTRF1 (green), and urea-unfolded hTRF1 (black).  
 
Intriguingly, the Hsp70-induced stabilization of the unfolded substrate states is not unique 
to the drkN SH3 domain. In excellent agreement with the SH3 domain results [300], NMR 
characterization of another metastable protein, a three-helix bundle member of the homeodomain 
family, hTRF1, revealed that the Hsp70 binding similarly shifts the conformational equilibrium for 
hTRF1 toward the globally unfolded conformation [84]. Thus, at 35oC the population of the 
unfolded hTRF1 state is only about 4%. By contrast, in the presence of Hsp70, 1H-15N TROSY 
spectroscopy of 15N labeled hTRF1 revealed that the protein became predominantly unfolded 
(Fig. 12B). To validate that unfolded hTRF1 is a specific Hsp70 substrate and, thus, occupies the 
Hsp70 substrate-binding site, methyl-TROSY spectra of perdeuterated, I,L,V,M methyl-labeled 
ADP-bound Hsp70 were used to monitor characteristic chemical shift fingerprints corresponding 
to the substrate-bound Hsp70 conformation. Titrations of methyl-labeled Hsp70 with unlabeled 
hTRF1 revealed chemical shift changes for the methyl groups proximal to the Hsp70 substrate-
binding site, suggesting that hTRF1 indeed binds to this site with ȝM affinity.  
 
4.2.3 Hsp70 binding directly affects the unfolded protein ensemble: While studies of drkN 
SH3 [300] and hTRF1 [84] suggested that bacterial Hsp70 predominantly interacts with the 
globally unfolded forms of its protein substrates, and these interactions allow SH3 and hTRF1 to 
sample a heterogeneous ensemble of unfolded conformations, the question arises: Does Hsp70 
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alter this unfolded ensemble and directly affect the folding pathways of the substrate proteins? To 
address this question, and structurally characterize Hsp70-bound hTRF1 conformations, Kay and 
colleagues performed a secondary structure propensity (SSP) analysis of 13CĮ and 13&¶FKHPLFDO
shifts [84]. In the absence of Hsp70, CEST experiments were employed to obtain 13CĮ and 13&¶
chemical shifts for the low populated (~4%) globally unfolded hTRF1 conformation (Fig. 12C). In 
the presence of Hsp70, 13CĮ and 13&¶ FKHPLFDO VKLIWV ZHUH REWDLQHG directly from HNCO and 
HNCA spectra. The CSP analysis revealed that in the presence and absence of Hsp70, unfolded 
hTRF1 adopts very similar globally unfolded conformations. Moreover, Hsp70 binding does not 
notably perturb residual secondary structure (up to 40% helical structure for some regions), 
transiently populated by unfolded hTRF1.  
To probe whether Hsp70 binding affects long-range interactions in the unfolded hTRF1, 
Kay and colleagues [85] employed 1H paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) 
measurements. In the presence of Hsp70, 1H PREs were obtained using amide proton transverse 
relaxation measurements on Hsp70-bound K52C-tempol hTRF1. To measure PREs for low 
population unfolded hTRF1 (~4%) in the absence of Hsp70, a new 1H-based CEST experiment 
was developed to allow 1H PREs to be probed for low population unfolded states (Fig. 12E,F). 
The analysis of PREs obtained for Hsp70-unbound and -unbound unfolded hTRF1 revealed that 
Hsp70 binding prevents the formation of long-range contacts within the unfolded hTRF1 chain 
[85]. 
Despite the fact that the µunfoldase¶ activity of Hsp70 chaperones has been suggested in 
previous work [299], the molecular mechanism of this process remains poorly understood. NMR 
studies of interactions of the Hsp70 molecular chaperone with two protein substrates, drkN SH3 
[300] and hTRF1 [84, 85, 300], have indeed provided detailed molecular insights into how Hsp70 
molecular chaperones fine-tune the folding landscape of their substrate proteins. These studies 
demonstrated that +VS FKDSHURQHV QRW RQO\ VKLHOG µVWLFN\¶ DJJUHJDWLRQ-prone regions by 
binding to the hydrophobic stretches of the protein sequence, but also prevent the formation of 
nonnative long-range contacts. As a result, Hsp70s actively destabilize µXQIROG¶ off-pathway 
contacts, converting misfolded off-pathway intermediates into extended unfolded conformations 
that contain only local secondary structure (Fig. 13). Moreover, this µunfoldase¶ activity is not a 
unique property of the Hsp70 chaperone family. A recent NMR study of GroEL [62], an ATP-
dependent chaperone from the unrelated Hsp60 family, revealed that, similarly to Hsp70, GroEL 
binding to a metastable mutant of the Fyn SH3 domain significantly alters the SH3 domain folding 
landscape, stabilizing the unfolded intermediate and accelerating interconversion between the 
folded SH3 domain and the intermediate [62]. 
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Figure 13. Modulation of a protein folding landscape by Hsp70: (Left) schematic of a free energy landscape for an 
isolated protein, showing the difference in free energy (G) between the natively folded state, an unfolded ensemble of 
extended conformations and a nonnative off-pathway intermediate. (Right) Schematic of a free-energy diagram of a 
protein in the presence of molecular chaperones that stabilize the extended unfolded conformations, alter the protein 
folding landscape and inhibit aggregation. 
 
To efficiently perform their functions, Hsp70s and the majority of other chaperones 
interact with a variety of co-chaperones and collaborate with a number of other PQC members 
[288, 301-303], adding yet another level of complexity to the chaperone-protein substrate 
relationship. The majority of these interactions are extremely dynamic and transient and involve 
the formation of large multicomponent complexes. As a result, characterization of this complex 
and multicomponent chaperone network is a very challenging task. However, in the last decade 
solution NMR has become one of the most powerful techniques allowing detailed studies of such 
challenging systems. For further examples, interested readers are referred to a recent review 
[292] that described NMR studies of the Hsp70/ClpB-assisted disaggregation cascade.   
  
4.3 Conformational landscape of intrinsically disordered proteins in vivo 
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and disordered protein regions (IDPRs) represent 
an important paradigm in molecular and cell biology [304]. Approximately 30% of all mammalian 
proteins (and 75% of all signaling proteins) are IDPs or contain extended IDPRs [305]. IDPs do 
not adopt stable secondary and tertiary structure (at least in certain environments); instead, they 
can be described as highly dynamic, heterogeneous ensembles of interconverting conformations 
[306-308]. IDPs and IDPRs are components of the majority of signaling pathways and are 
associated with many devastating diseases, including neurodegenerative disorders, cancers, 
diabetes, cardiovascular and metabolic diseases [309]. IDP conformation strongly depends on a 
complex intracellular environment and even minor perturbations of the intracellular environment 
are thought to be critical for the conformational (and functional) properties of IDPs [304]. As a 
result, despite significant progress in characterization of IDP/IDPR conformational ensembles in 
vitro, how IDPs behave and function in the living cell remains unclear. Do IDPs maintain their 
disordered conformation inside eukaryotic cells? How does the cellular environment affect an 
IDP¶V conformational ensemble (e.g., local and global fold, long-range interactions, compactness, 
etc.) and function, or cause dysfunctions (e.g., spontaneous aggregation or degradation)? Recent 
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developments in NMR instrumentation and methodology have provided the means to address 
these questions by allowing detailed molecular characterization of protein behavior in vivo. For 
more technical information about in-cell NMR, the reader is referred to comprehensive recent 
reviews [310, 311] that describe modern NMR approaches, as well as some of their applications 
to in vivo protein folding, maturation and post-translational modifications. In this section, we 
discuss two recent examples of the in-cell NMR characterization of an intrinsically disordered 
protein Į-synuclein in different human cell types [312, 313].   
 
4.3.1 Previous NMR studies of Į-synuclein in vitro and in vivo: The formation of amyloid 
fibrils by Į-synuclein in the cytoplasm of dopaminergic cells is a hallmark of Parkinson¶V disease.  
This devastating disease affects about 1% of people older than 65 years of age and is 
characterized by the progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra 
and other brain regions [314]. Several in vitro NMR and biophysical studies have characterized 
conformational variability of Į-synuclein and elucidated its aggregation mechanism(s). The details 
of these studies can be found in a comprehensive review by Alderson & Markley [315]. Previous 
in vitro data demonstrated that the N-terminal domain (residues 1-65) of Į-synuclein is largely 
disordered, but adopts an Į-helical conformation upon interactions with biological membrane 
[316]. By contrast, the C-terminal region (residues 96-140), enriched in acidic and Pro residues, is 
fully disordered [314, 317]. Despite numerous in vitro studies, the behavior of Į-synuclein and its 
mechanism of toxicity in vivo still remain obscure. Indeed, a number of factors, such as 
interactions with lipids [318] [319], post-translational modifications [320] [321] [322], and the 
presence of certain metabolites and metal ions [323], have been suggested to significantly affect 
the formation of secondary structure elements and long-range contacts, as well as aggregation 
propensity of this protein in vivo [324].  
NMR characterization of Į-synuclein in E. coli cells revealed a significant broadening of 
resonances from its N-terminal terminal domain. The observed line broadening in NMR spectra 
suggests that this region weakly and transiently interacts with the cell membrane and/or 
macromolecules in cytoplasm. By contrast, no changes in the secondary structure can be inferred 
from NMR chemical shifts of recombinant Į-synuclein in vitro or in E. coli cells [325] [326]. 
Moreover, the lack of significant chemical shift perturbations in the in-cell NMR HSQC spectrum 
suggested that Į-synuclein adopts a monomeric, intrinsically disordered conformation in bacterial 
and eukaryotic cells [322, 325]. A very similar conformation was observed for an isolated 
recombinant Į-synuclein in vitro. By contrast, analytical ultracentrifugation, scanning transmission 
electron microscopy and crosslinking experiments suggest that native, mammalian-cell-derived Į-
synuclein predominantly forms a dynamic tetramer [327]. These controversial findings suggest 
that Į-synuclein behavior (and potentially its aggregation) apparently depend on experimental 
conditions and/or cell type and on physiological fitness of the cell.  
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4.3.2 In-cell NMR characterization of Į-synuclein in non-neuronal and neuronal cells: To 
address some of these findings and investigate Į-synuclein behavior in physiologically relevant 
cell types (non-neuronal and neuronal cells) and concentrations (c.a. 15 ȝM), Selenko and 
colleagues [312] employed NMR and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. To 
deliver 15N labeled Į-synuclein into mammalian cells, the authors used an electroporation 
protocol that allows tight control of the cellular Į-synuclein concentration and results in a uniform 
distribution of the protein in cytoplasm, with minimal perturbations in cell viability [328].  2D 1H-15N 
correlation NMR spectra were used to monitor Į-synuclein conformation in different cell lines, 
including neuronal B65 and SK-N-SH cells and RCSN-3 cells, directly derived from rat substantia 
nigra neurons. Several common features of Į-synuclein were revealed for all these cell lines: (i) 
The intracellular environment does not lead to major conformational rearrangement of 
conformation of the monomeric disordered Į-synuclein; (ii) the N-terminus of Į-synuclein 
undergoes post-translational acetylation in cells; (iii) Į-synuclein does not form stable interactions 
with cellular membranes; however, (iv) N- and C-termini of Į-synuclein transiently interact with 
the cytoplasmic components and/or membrane.  
Selenko and colleagues [312] performed 15N relaxation measurements to investigate 
transient interactions in vivo resulting in a significant line broadening in 1H-15N NMR spectra for 
resonances from N- and C-terminal residues. 15N R1 and R2 relaxation measurements were 
utilized to discriminate between line broadening due to ȝs-ms conformational dynamics (giving 
rise to exchange contributions Rex to transverse relaxation rates R2) and due to viscosity-driven 
increases in the overall rotation correlation time. To separate the effects of molecular crowding, 
unspecific interactions with other cytoplasmic proteins and transient membrane binding, in-cell 
NMR data were complemented by in vitro NMR experiments using isolated acetylated Į-
synuclein in the presence of (i) Ficoll (an inert macromolecular crowding agent), (ii) two globular 
proteins, bovine serum albumin (or BSA, a 69 kDa, negatively charged protein) and egg white 
lysozyme (a 14 kDa positively charged protein), and (iii) small unilamellar liposomes/vesicles 
(SUVs) (Fig. 14A).  
Electrostatic interactions were shown to be responsible for transient contacts between 
the negatively charged C-terminal domain of Į-synuclein and cytoplasmic components. Indeed, 
the enhanced ȝs-ms dynamics (large Rex terms) for the C-terminal domain were observed inside 
the cells as well as in the presence of the positively charged lysozyme in vitro. However, high salt 
concentrations (300 mM) resulted in drastic reduction of Rex contributions (Fig. 14A). On the other 
hand, hydrophobic interactions are shown to play a key role in transient contacts between the N-
terminal domain of Į-synuclein with the membrane and/or cytoplasmic proteins. EQKDQFHGȝs-ms 
dynamics for the N-terminal domain were observed inside the cells, as well as for an isolated Į-
synuclein in the presence of BSA and SUVs in vitro. In turn, substitution of the two N-terminal 
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aromatic residues Phe4 and Tyr39 to Ala resulted in a significant decrease of N-terminal ȝs-ms 
dynamics in cells and in vitro (Fig. 14A). 
 
 
Figure 14. Conformational variability of Į-synuclein in cells: (A) Į-synuclein transiently interacts with other cytoplasmic 
proteins and membrane: Residue-resolved NMR signal intensity ratios I/I0, where I and Io are signal intensities IRU Į-
synuclein in cells and for an isolated N-terminally acetylated Į-synuclein, and exchange contributions (Rex) to 15N 
transverse relaxation for Į-synuclein in SK-N-SH cells and for an isolated N-terminally acetylated Į-synuclein in the 
presence of two globular proteins, bovine serum albumin (or BSA, a 69 kDa, negatively charged protein) and egg white 
lysozyme (a 14 kDa positively charged protein), and small unilamellar liposomes/vesicles (SUVs). The Į-synuclein 
sequence with highlighted non-amyloid-ȕ component (NAC) region (residues 61-95) and the two N-terminal aromatic 
residues Phe4 and Tyr39 is schematically shown on the bottom. (reproduced with permission from [312]) (B) Oxidized N-
terminal Met1 and Met5 (but not Met116 and Met127) are repaired inside the cell: Overlay of 2D in-cell NMR spectra of 
Met-15N isotope-HQULFKHG Į-synuclein in cells (red), with reference spectra of the reduced (black) and oxidized (blue) 
isolated protein. Asterisks denote metabolite background signals in cells. The Į-synuclein sequence with the [NAC] region 
and four Met residues are schematically shown on the bottom. (reproduced with permission from [313]) (C) C-terminal 
methionine-oxidation affects SKRVSKRU\ODWLRQRIĮ-synuclein: Real-time NMR profiles of Tyr125 and S129 phosphorylation 
kinetics of the reduced and Met-oxidized, N-terminally acetylated Į-synuclein in reconstituted kinase reactions with 
recombinant kinases: Fyn for Y125 and Plk3 for S129. Amino-acid sequence of Į-synuclein residues flanking Met127 is 
shown on the bottom (reproduced with permission from [313]). 
 
To investigate how cellular environment affects long-range contacts and compactness of 
the Į-synuclein chain, Selenko and colleagues [312] performed NMR PRE and EPR double-
electron resonance measurements, showing that Į-synuclein adopts a more compact 
conformation in vivo with the average radius of gyration of 3.6 nm inside the cell vs. 4.0 nm in the 
buffer. A very similar level of compaction was observed for an isolated Į-synuclein in vitro in the 
presence of crowding agents (the average radius of gyration of 3.4 and 3.6 nm in the presence of 
Ficoll and BSA, respectively), suggesting that macromolecular crowding is predominantly 
responsible for the greater level of compaction observed in vivo. It was previously demonstrated 
that the non-amyloid-ȕ component (NAC) region (residues 61-95), located between the N-
terminal domain and the charged C-terminus of Į-synuclein, is responsible for self-association 
and aggregation processes [49, 329]. Hypothetically, this compact conformation of Į-synuclein 
observed in vivo can play a role in shielding the NAC region and, thus, protecting Į-synuclein 
from aggregation under normal physiological conditions.  
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4.3.3 In-cell NMR characterization of Į-synuclein conformation under oxidative stress: 
Cellular oxidative stress is suggested to be a key triggering factor for inducing Į-synuclein 
aggregation. To elucidate how oxidative stress can alter the fate of Į-synuclein inside the living 
cell, Selenko and colleagues [313] produced 15N-labeled, N-terminally acetylated, methionine-
(Met1, Met5, Met116 and Met127)-oxidized Į-synuclein. Chemical shift perturbation and 
secondary structure propensity analyses, performed for an isolated Į-synuclein in vitro, revealed 
that methionine oxidation reduces Į-helicity of the N-terminal domain, but does not significantly 
affect the disordered conformation of the C-terminus. Next, 15N-labeled, N-terminally acetylated, 
methionine-(Met1, Met5, Met116 and Met127)-oxidized Į-synuclein was delivered into non-
neuronal and neuronal cells (Fig. 14B). Time-resolve in-cell NMR demonstrated that inside the 
cells oxidized N-terminal Met1 and Met5 are repaired by the methionine sulfoxide reductases in a 
step-wise manner (with Met5 preceding Met1). However, no repair of the C-terminal Met116 and 
Met127 was detected. Intriguingly, Met127 is located in close proximity to several phosphorylation 
sites of Į-synuclein. While phosphorylation of Ser129, Tyr133 and Tyr136 was not affected by the 
C-terminal methionine-oxidation, Tyr125 phosphorylation was severely impaired, as monitored by 
time-resolved NMR experiments in vitro (Fig. 14C). Consequently, these findings suggest that 
alteration of the cellular environment (e.g. upon physiological or pathological stresses) can 
selectivity affect post-translational modifications of Į-synuclein and, thus, potentially control its 
conformation, conformational landscape, and aggregation propensity (Fig. 15).  
 
 
Figure 15. Folding landscape of an IDP in a living cell: Schematic of a free-energy diagram for an intrinsically disordered 
protein (e.g., Į-synuclein), showing relatively small differences in free energy (G) among different conformers in the IDP 
ensemble. The cellular environment may stabilize some conformations of this ensemble, altering protein folding energy 
landscape, function and aggregation-propensity. For example, post-translational N-terminal acetylation of Į-synuclein in 
cells stabilizes an Į-helical formation of the N-terminal region [330]; C-terminal phosphorylation, e.g., at Ser129 inhibits its 
fibrillation [320]; and cellular crowding stabilizes a more compact Į-synuclein conformation, shielding the aggregation-
prone NAC region [312].   
 
IDP toxicity is highly integrated with several key cellular stress pathways [317, 331, 332, 333]. 
Moreover, accumulation of non-functional, toxic, aggregation-prone IDP/IDPR conformers is 
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associated with many devastating diseases, including cancer, cardiovascular diseases, 
neurodegenerative diseases, and diabetes [309]. Despite recognition that IDPs and IDPRs 
undergo function-related conformational changes in the continuously changing cellular 
environment [306, 334, 335], how exactly IDPs respond to different physiological and pathological 
conditions remains poorly understood. More studies will be required to unravel the detailed 
mechanisms of function, aggregation and toxicity of IDPs in vivo, as well as exact roles of their 
posttranslational modifications and interactions with membranes, other proteins and different 
components of PQC networks in the cytoplasm [314] and in organelles such as the endoplasmic 
reticulum [317] and mitochondria [336]. Solution NMR spectroscopy has emerged at the forefront 
of experimental methods for high-resolution characterization of structural and dynamic features of 
complex, multicomponent IDP ensembles under native conditions, i.e. in the presence of multiple 
interacting partners, PQC enzymes and inside the cells. 
 
5. Concluding Remarks  
Advances in the development of NMR methods for studying protein transitions to low-
population conformational states have positioned NMR as the primary experimental tool to probe 
the properties of nonnative states on the protein folding energy landscape, as well as to elucidate 
the roles these states play in protein folding, misfolding, aggregation and function. On the other 
hand, continuing development of NMR approaches and isotope labeling strategies for studying 
high molecular weight protein assemblies has recently allowed elucidation of the mechanisms by 
which protein folding occurs in the context of a complex and multicomponent cellular 
environment, providing new insights into ribosome-nascent chain complexes, folding in the 
presence of components of protein quality control networks, and multicomponent IDP and IDPR 
ensembles. It is highly anticipated that solution NMR, alone and/or in combination with other 
structural and biophysical methods such as X-ray crystallography, cryo-electron microscopy and 
computational modeling, will continue to play a major role in elucidating protein folding in vitro and 
in vivo.  
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Highlights 
NMR emerged as a powerful experimental method to probe protein folding in vitro and in vivo 
NMR RD and ST methods provided detailed insights into folding kinetics and thermodynamics 
NMR revealed properties of structural ensembles of nonnative states on the folding energy 
landscape  
NMR provided unique means to explore co-translational and post-translational protein folding 
NMR revealed details of how protein folding occurs inside the living cells 
 
